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Message from the President
Grace Massey, PhD

I would like to start this presidents report to share my excite-
ment for the board of directors having approved National 
Specialty proposals for 2024 and 2025! The 2024 Specialty 
was approved for Perry, GA on April 8-13, with the Jan 
Dahling, Susan Mason and Kim Floyd serving as co-chairs. 
The 2025 Specialty was approved for Purina Farms, MO on 
May 28-June 2, with Julie Seaton and Jackie Johnson serv-
ing as co-chairs. Let’s not forget the 2023 Specialty that will 
be held in Colorado Springs, CO, June 28-July2, with Anne 
and Gayle Roche as co-chairs. The national specialty, one of 
the major objectives of ATCA, is a time to present your dogs 
to the rest of the nation, to visit with old friends and to meet 
new ones. However, it is also a time to get involved. Ask the 
chairs of the committee how you can help out. We also want to 

encourage our pet owners from the area to attend. You never know, one of them may decide they enjoy participating and 
want to join ATCA later on. The National is also a great place to get to know someone that could act as a second sponsor 
on the application form.

Another place that we need to have volunteers is for the Aussie University. The Aussie University is envisioned to be 
a collection of materials available on the education page of our website, for members and non-members alike, to learn 
about the Aussie in all aspects. The material types are limitless: written articles, hour long training zoom (recorded live), 
youtube videos or short 5 minute how to blips, etc. The subject matter is also limitless. It could be on grooming, training 
simple commands like sit and down, learning a trick or more complex training for performance events or conformation. 
It can also include things about breeding and health and much, much more. We are currently solicitating for someone 
interested in running the committee. If you have the organizational skills to get people motivated, contact me directly. If 
you are one of our many talented members – be thinking of what information or training you could provide as an article, 
webinar, seminar, YouTube video etc. Also, start gathering information that you think would be great to share with others 
in our Aussie University!

Now I want to switch my hat a little to Calendar Editor. I was very impressed with the number and quality of the entries 
this year for the cover contest! They came from members and non-members alike. I am so glad that I had a group of 
judges ranking the entries so I didn’t have to choose! They ranked their top 10 picks with 10 points for 1st pick to their 
10th pick with 1 point. Each image was presented to them marked only by a number. The sum of the points for each 
picture from the eight judges provided a clear winner: a stunning image submitted by Marvyl Grinney of her dog Stryker 
competing in dock diving. Congratulations Marvyl! There are 4 runner-ups this year as there was a tie for 3rd runner-up. 
All are very beautiful images with very few points between the 1st runner-up and the tie for 3rd! I am very pleased with 
how the interest and participation for the calendar has improved each year! I believe the 2023 Calendar will be the best 
one yet!

Now, back to my president hat… it came to the board of director’s (BOD) attention that the Code of Ethics (COE) that 
was updated and approved by the BOD in August 2020 was placed on the website but not distributed to the membership. 
Months of work and research went into the updating of the COE to be consistent with other breeds to best protect the in-
terests of the Australian Terriers and the members of the Australian Terrier Club of America. As written in the COE: “This 
Code of Ethics embodies the principles to which we subscribe as a condition of membership in the Australian 

Terrier Club of America. Membership is a privilege conferred by the Board of Directors, acting on behalf of the mem-
bership, upon those individuals who meet and uphold the high standards set forth in the Constitution and Bylaws and the 
Code of Ethics. As members, we are individually charged with abiding by this Code and expecting similar compliance 
from all other members.” With this in mind and because of the changes that were made, each member is expected to read, 
understand and sign the COE when they pay their dues at the end of this year. Please feel free to contact me if you have 
any thoughts or concerns on this matter.
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ATCA BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S MINUTES
July 18, 2022 -- 6:00 PM PDT

Recorded By:  Celeste Platt
Attending Board Members: Cleland, Evans, , Farmer, Massey, Mason, Occhiuti, Platte, Post, Samarotto, 

Schreeder, Sousa, Zupan. ABSENT:  AKC Delegate: Christensen  

Call to Order; Establish quorum; appoint a timekeeper 
Minutes: Previously approved and published.

President: Grace Massey – Code of Ethics

The updated version of the Code of Ethics (08/19/2020) was reviewed by the Board of Directors and 
the Sustainability Committee. However, it was not sent out with the December dues notice, nor published in 
the Talkabout, or sent to the breeders participating in Breeder Referral but the document was published on the 
website and remains there for review.

The Code of Ethics will be sent to the membership for their information. They will be asked to sign the 
document during the annual renewal of membership.

Vice President Report: Teresa Schreeder. NO REPORT

Recording Secretary Report: Celeste Platte. The Nominating Committee balloting by the Board of 
Directors is as follows: Sherrill Yates, Chair. Rita Farmer & Eva Campbell members. Alternates Karen 
Drumm and Marilyn Harban.

Corresponding Secretary Report: Pat Zupan – An email from the AKC Club Development Department was 
sent to the Board and will be forwarded to the Chair of the 2023 National Specialty.

Treasurer Report: Darlene Evans -- Still waiting for a settlement from Rau and have not heard back from 
Trenton. Quarterly statement next board meeting.

AKC Delegates Report: Bill Christensen – Absent. The Delegates’ report has been sent out and ATCA 
participation in AKC Pupdate (Club Development) has been confirmed by Glenn E. Lycan, American Kennel 
Club, Director, Event Operations Support

Old Business

National Specialties – Grace Massey. Some discussion about the timing of the 2023 National Specialty being 
the week before the 4th of July. This was voted on several years ago and the judge has already been hired by 
the rest of the clubs for the weekend.

A proposal was received from Jan Dahling, Kim Floyd and Susan Mason regarding the 2024 National 
Specialty in Perry, GA. Very nice detail, well put together. The Peach Blossom Cluster has a lot of different 
options available to exhibitors. However, this is in conflict with an all-terrier group show with a committed 
Supported Entry in California.
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A request will be sent to the 2024 coordinators asking them to consider a different weekend, May 
seems to be a possible date.

Revisiting Stud Dogs on Website & The Talkabout – Pete Schreeder. A mockup was shown for a proposed 
website advertising to show off your stud dog. A photo, pedigree and the owner’s information. There are many 
options available as to what can be listed The Web Adverting would be for a calendar year at a fee. This is like 
an updated breeder referral. It can be listed in a variety of different ways. It makes sense to publish this in the 
public information area.

This could be listed with Breeder Referral, but perhaps under a separate committee for stud dog 
advertising A formal proposal will be sent out to the Board of Directors for consideration prior to the next 
board meeting.

Breeders Education and Mentoring Program – AKC resources – Grace Massey
AKC has put together a program for breeders’ education and mentoring program. Information was sent to 

the Board.

New Business

Nominating Committee –The Board of Directors have elected the following 2022 Nominating Committee 
from names submitted for their consideration. Sherrill Yates, OK, Chair. Rita Farmer, TN, Eva Campbell, WY. 
Alternates are Karen Drumm, NY and Marilyn Harban, TN.

Committee Descriptions being send to New Members – Celeste Platte. POSTPONED to August meeting.

Non-Members on ATCA Committees – Teresa Schreeder. We are a private club whose members are 
required to sign a code of ethics. The non-member is not required to sign this document, and therefore is not 
held to the same standard as a member would be. When you sit in on a committee, you are participating in 
club business. There are a lot of non- members helping out in a variety of different tasks for the club, but they 
are not conducting club business nor making policy.

MOTION 2022-26 STANDING RULE Any person wishing to be on an ATCA committee must be a 
member of ATCA in good standing. First: Zupan. Second: Post. Sousa opposed. Motion passes

Archive – Darlene Evans. Request permission that the entire 50th commemorative minus the ads, be published 
on the ATCA website. This was originally published in 2008 There was discussion and it was decided that the 
ads should be included as it is part of the history of the club.

 MOTION 2022-27 Publish the ATCA 50th Anniversary Commemorative with adds on the public 
website. 1st Samarotto. 2nd Occhiuti Motion passed.

Actions the Board have agreed to institute. – Darlene Evans.
UNFINISHED items will remain on the agenda each month, shown at bottom as ACTION ITEMS
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Specialty guidelines – Massey. Points for Reserve Winner. We have to opt out, not into it. It will 
automatically happen. Every year the reserved winner will receive points when the AKC criteria is met,

Minutes Submittal Guidelines for the Talkabout – Darlene Evans
STANDING RULE: Motion 2022-28 Board of Director minutes shall be published in the 

Talkabout as approved by the Board. 1st Samarotto. 2nd Post. Motion passed.

Contracts – Standing Rule Proposal – Darlene Evans
Proposed addition to the contract standing rule. “No contract shall be signed that commits ATCA to 

financially more than the club or members consume.”

Ideally, ATCA can choose venues that enables the club to have meetings and events at the show site. 
This would free up committing to a specific hotel, and just give the members a list of options.

It was suggested that each venue be considered on a case-by-case basis by the Board. Some parts of 
the country will have venues that will accommodate meetings at the show site and others will not.

It was generally agreed that each contract for the National Specialty should be reviewed on a case-by-
case basis. For the host hotel, perhaps a lesser number of rooms should be blocked to insure all the rooms are 
booked. A statement will be added to the National Specialty guidelines to be aware of overcommitting room 
reservations and/or meals.

Junior Scholarship Program – POSTPONED to August meeting.

ACTION ITEM:
Website Policy Statements regarding legalese from attorney – 
Massey ATCA University –Evans

Web Site Stud Advertising Updating the Show Chair Guidelines

a) Include the Bred By Breakdown
b) Include the Comment about Reserve Major at National
c) Statement to be aware of over committing room reservations and/or meals

Respectfully 
submitted, Celeste 
Platte

summertime 
when the living 

is easy
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ATCA BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S MINUTES
August 15, 2022 -- 6:00 PM PDT

Recorded By:  Celeste Platt
Attending Board Members: Cleland, Evans, , Farmer, Massey, Mason, Occhiuti, Platte, Post, Samarotto, 

Schreeder, Sousa, Zupan. ABSENT:  AKC Delegate: Christensen  GUEST:  Kreg Hill, National Specialty Coor-
dinator  

Call to Order; Establish quorum; appoint a timekeeper 
Minutes: Previously approved and published.

National Specialty Coordinator: Kreg Hill
2024 National Specialty, Perry, GA. A very detailed proposal was submitted by Jan Dahling, Kim Floyd, 
and Susan Mason for 2024 at Perry, GA for the Peach Blossom Festival. There will be many different events 
available at this event including obedience and rally. This is a big show that takes place every year.

This show is in conflict with the California Supported entry, However, the Australian Terrier Club has 
committed to hold a National Specialty every year and the club must go where the members are willing to host 
a National event.

MOTION: 2022-30 Motion to approve Perry, GA for the April 2 – 5, 2024 National Specialty. First: 
Platte. Second: Rife. Motion approved. Approved: 8. Deny 3. Abstain: 1

2025 National Specialty, St. Louis, MO The host hotel is the Holiday Inn which has been remodeled. 
Only one day of Rally and Obedience is offered at this time. Would like to see two more days on Friday and 
Saturday, even if ATCA has to support the activity.

MOTION: 2022-31 Motion to approve Purina Farms, MO. for the 2025 National Specialty to include 
additional days of Rally and Obedience. First: Cleland. Second: Mason. Motion approved.

2023 National Specialty, Colorado Springs. CO. The contract looks to be overstated and the tied in items are 
not clear. The Treasurer will contact the hotel and get further clarification of the contract and try to negotiate a 
better deal.

The ideal is that ATCA should break even on expenses. However, the club needs to have a National 
Specialty and therefore, the club may have to pay for the overage. Gayle Roache had submitted a breakdown 
of what the maximum overage could be approximately -- $5670 excluding tax
Once the Treasurer gets the final contract, an email will be sent to the Board for a consensus.

NO REPORTS: President: Grace Massey; Vice President Report: Teresa Schreeder. 
Recording Secretary Report: Celeste Platte; Corresponding Secretary Report: Pat 
Zupan; Treasurer Report: Darlene Evans; AKC Delegates Report: Bill Christensen 

Old Business

ATCA University – POSTPONED

Scholarship Program – Jen Sousa
The Australian Terrier Club of America Scholarship Application was modified to read as follows:

Applicant must be an ATCA member or a family member of an ATCA member. The words son/daughter were 
removed from the application.

MOTION 2022-32 Accept the revised verbiage for the Scholarship Application which added the words 
family member replacing the words son/daughter. First: Post Second: Mason Motion approved.
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New Members and Committees – Celeste Platte – Distribution direction POSTPONED

Web Site Stud Advertising –Teresa Schreeder
Set up advertising on the website. Advertise per calendar year. $75 for the year/per dog.

The site will list the dog alphabetically. You will be able to click on the link and see a photo of the dog, 
pedigree, CHIC, owner, type of semen. CHIC would only apply to live dogs. There will be an application 
form to submit. This will probably be listed around Breeder Referral. At least one owner must be a member of 
ATCA. CHIC testing will be recommended. Any dog that has been CHIC tested will be so noted.

The suggested revisions by the Board will be made and submitted to the Board for further action.

Legal documents were sent to the ATCA attorney for review before placing on the ATCA website regarding 
copyright, etc. – The documents have been reviewed and submitted to the Webmaster.

New Business

Standing Rule Proposal – Darlene Evans POSTPONED
Event Committees Are Not to Address Social Media Complaints to be incorporated into Revised 

Specialty Guidelines.

ACTION ITEMS
1. ATCA University --
2. Web Site Stud Dog – proposal needs modification and will be submitted in September to  

   the Board.
3. Updating of the Show Chair guidelines

a. Include the Bred By Breakdown
b. Include the Comment about Reserve Major at National
c. Statement to be aware of committing room reservations and meals.

4. New Web Site
Respectfully submitted,
Celeste Platte, Recording Secretary

Australian Terrier Club of America 
Code of Ethics

8/19/2020

Preamble 
The purpose of this Code of Ethics is to describe and set forth the ideals necessary to advance and protect the 
interests of the Australian Terrier and the members of the Australian Terrier Club of America. As the primary 
objective of the members of the Club is to keep, breed and promote healthy, happy Australian Terriers, true to 
their heritage and the standard, each member is obliged to consider the welfare of the breed foremost in the 
course of their proceedings as owners and fanciers. Whether engaged in activities involving competition, breed-
ing, or selling of Australian Terriers, members are duty-bound at all times to refrain from any actions that would 
be prejudicial to the best interests of either the breed or the Club. This Code of Ethics embodies the principles 
to which we subscribe as a condition of membership in the Australian Terrier Club of America. Membership is a 
privilege conferred by the Board of Directors, acting on behalf of the membership, upon those individuals who 
meet and uphold the high standards set forth in the Constitution and Bylaws and the Code of Ethics. As mem-
bers, we are individually charged with abiding by this Code and expecting similar compliance from all other 
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members. Nothing in this Code of Ethics shall be construed to be in violation of the Constitution and Bylaws of 
the Australian Terrier Club of America or the rules and regulations of the American Kennel Club. If any provi-
sion of this Code of Ethics imposes a greater obligation and/or more stringent course of action than the Consti-
tution and Bylaws, it shall prevail. Any individual who applies for membership will receive a copy of the Code 
of Ethics and by signing, declare his or her acceptance of its provisions in their entirety.
 General Conduct
•	 Read and be familiar with the Australian Terrier Club of America Breed Standard as approved by the Amer-

ican Kennel Club; support and abide by the Code of Ethics, the Constitution and Bylaws of the Australian 
Terrier Club of America and the rules of the American Kennel Club. 

•	 Conduct themselves in a manner that reflects credit upon them, the breed, and the Club by practicing and 
promoting responsible dog ownership whether at home, while participating in dog events, or when traveling 
with their dog(s).

•	 Accept responsibility for educating the public about the breed and the importance of responsible dog own-
ership. Honestly represent the Australian Terrier by disclosing known health issues and advising prospective 
owners of the breed’s characteristics and suitability.

•	 Refer the public first to either the Club’s Breeder Referral liaison or the ATCA web site when asked about 
the current/future availability of puppies and/or adult dogs. No member shall knowingly refer the public to 
anyone who has violated any of the principles set forth in this Code of Ethics.

•	 Encourage and educate new owners through constructive commentary and example.
•	 Participate in the efforts of the Australian Terrier Club of America to gather information assessing the health 

and longevity of the breed.
•	 Support activities and programs sponsored by the Australian Terrier Club of America to the best of their 

ability. 
•	 Take responsibility for Australian Terriers that are impounded in humane societies, animal shelters or rescue 

organizations as circumstances permit. 

Responsibilities of Owners
•	 Put the welfare of each of their dogs above personal gain, profit and/or personal convenience.
•	 Assume responsibility for proper feeding, provide clean and safe living conditions, maintenance, socializa-

tion, exercise and training of all dogs in their care; retain or house only the dogs for which they have ade-
quate time, facilities and resources.

•	 Provide their dog(s) with adequate health care and appropriate immunizations and/or serum titer level tests.
•	 Practice responsible dog ownership by keeping their dog(s) safe and under control at all times, being careful 

to observe local curb, leash and containment ordinances.
•	 Recommend permanently identifying their dog(s) by tattoo or microchip implant.
•	 Re-home their dog(s) when necessary by making appropriate and responsible placements. At no time shall a 

member dispose of an Australian Terrier at an animal shelter, rescue facility, or through a secondary agent.
 Responsibilities of Exhibitors
•	 Display good sportsmanship at all dog events, both in and outside the ring, and treat all judges, competitors, 

officials, and spectators with courtesy.
•	 Conduct themselves at all times in a manner that will reflect favorably on the breed and the Australian Terri-

er Club of America.
•	 Refrain from maligning or misrepresenting other Club members or their dogs. 
•	 Make every effort to prevent their dogs from injuring others or damaging another’s property.
•	 Exhibit Australian Terriers that are conditioned and properly presented for competition. In the interest of 

good sportsmanship, members will make every effort to show entered exhibits on each day that they are 
scheduled to compete.

 Responsibilities of Breeders
•	 Accept and acknowledge that they have a lifetime responsibility to the breed, to those who purchase their 

puppies, and to the dogs they produce. A breeder is defined as an individual who allows the use of an Aus-
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tralian Terrier, whether owned or leased, to sire or produce a litter of puppies.
•	 Breed only to advance and improve the breed. Only breed dogs whose progeny are eligible for AKC regis-

tration.
•	 Breed as closely as possible to the Australian Terrier Club of America Breed Standard as approved by the 

American Kennel Club. Any breeding will be undertaken with the object of producing sound, healthy Aus-
tralian Terriers of good temperament and correct breed type.  Temperament is of utmost importance to the 
breed and must never be neglected or altered. 

•	 Educate themselves with regard to known health problems within the breed. All health testing on breeding 
stock based on current Canine Health Information Center (CHIC) recommendations for the breed are highly 
encouraged and results should be recorded in an approved online database.   Breeders are expected to con-
sult and recognize the latest CHIC recommendations prior to each and every breeding.

•	 Disclose known health defects/issues affecting the dog, its ancestors, or its offspring when breeding or sell-
ing.

•	 Repeat breeding between a dog and bitch only if the breeding has produced no defect that compromises the 
health and well-being of the offspring. If the dog or bitch produces the same defect when bred to another 
partner, the member will refrain from further use of this animal for breeding.

•	 Use an agreement stating the conditions and terms of any stud service, co-ownership, or lease.
•	 Offer at stud only dogs that are sound, healthy, of correct breed type, and free of communicable diseases 

(i.e., Brucellosis). It is recommended that the dog be at least two years of age and CHIC tested.
•	 Protect the health of the bitch and pups by providing a safe, sanitary environment, necessary veterinary care 

and adequate puppy socialization.
•	 Breed a bitch no sooner than her second season.  It is recommended that the bitch be at least 2 years of age 

and CHIC tested
•	 Breed a bitch no more than two out of three consecutive seasons, or more than twice in eighteen months.
•	 Safeguard bitches under their care and supervision from accidental breeding.
•	 Permanently identify (e.g. microchip) dogs of breeding age that are kept on their premises.  In addition, it 

is recommended to permanently identify with a microchip all puppies prior to placement with the breeder’s 
information as a secondary contact.

•	 Keep accurate records of all dogs and litters as required by the American Kennel Club.
•	 Recommend registering 100% of the puppies in the litter.
•	 Retain pups until suitable placements are found.
•	 It is recommended to ascertain whether any bitch brought to their stud will meet the requirements, including 

all health testing, of this Code, whether owned by a club member or not. 
•	 Allow use of their stud to a bitch whose owner has the required knowledge and the necessary facilities to 

whelp and care for the resulting litter, and will rear and place them conscientiously in accordance with this 
Code. 

•	 Ensure that all advertising of puppies, adults or stud service is factual and without misleading representa-
tions.

•	 Under no circumstances, engage in the wholesale buying and/or selling of dogs or litters of puppies. At no 
time shall a member sell to such places as catalog or wholesale houses, electronic/virtual pet outlets, pet 
shops, pet dealers/distributors, research laboratories or any speculative source of distribution. Members 
shall not participate in the offering of puppies or dogs as prizes in raffles, drawings, or contests of any sort, 
nor shall a member solicit puppies or dogs for such purposes. 

Australian Terrier Placements 
•	 Conduct a comprehensive interview of the prospective buyer/owner.
•	 Place dogs with a written contract signed by both parties, prior to the physical transfer of the puppy or dog, 

which includes at minimum the following: a) The puppy or dog’s gender, color, date of birth, and AKC 
registered names and numbers of sire and dam. b) The type of AKC registration. AKC Limited Registration 
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and/or a Spay/Neuter contract clause is recommended for dogs not purchased as show/breeding stock. c) 
The terms of any co-ownership, if applicable. d) A statement that guarantees the health of the puppy or dog 
at the time of delivery. e) A policy providing for the safe return of a puppy or dog after an initial veterinary 
check. Buyers will be encouraged to take puppies/dogs to the veterinarian of their choice within one week 
after sale. Any reimbursements involved in returning a dog will be stated. f) A policy for replacement or 
reimbursement in case of death or significant health problems due to hereditary disease. g) The breeder’s 
statement of lifetime responsibility. The breeder will be prepared to take back any dog or puppy of their 
breeding and will assist in relocating the dog. h) Provision for valid, accurate documentation to be conveyed 
(e.g. registration papers and pedigrees). AKC registration papers may be withheld only by mutual consent in 
writing at the time of sale. Registration papers shall not be sold independently of the puppy/dog. i) Place-
ment of puppies not sooner than ten (10) weeks of age, with twelve (12) weeks being the recommended 
minimum age.

•	 Place puppies/dogs (with recommended microchip) and age-appropriate vaccinations or serum titer certifi-
cates as indicated. 

•	 Monitor placements to ensure that puppies/dogs are receiving proper care.
•	 Be available to their puppy buyers for advice and counsel throughout the lifetime of the dog. 

Club welfare and reputation should be an important concern of all members and are expected to be placed 
above monetary gain and individual prestige. Every effort should be made by members to reconcile and settle 
differences within the Club ranks and in accordance with the Club’s Constitution and Bylaws. Members are re-
minded that pledging to a Code of Ethics entails a commitment to a high standard of practice and that observing 
the spirit of the Code is as important as adhering to its law. By signing below, the member agrees to abide by 
the provisions of this Code of Ethics. Failure to comply may be considered not in the best interest of the 
Australian Terrier Club of America or the Australian Terrier, and could result in disciplinary action as provided 
for in Article VI of the Club Bylaw.

Signature:______________________________________ Date of Acceptance:____________________
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REPORT OF THE AKC DELEGATE
June 13-14, 2022

Newark, New Jersey
William I. Christensen, MD, MPH, Delegate

Canine Health Committee:

Dr. Jennifer MacLeay, Chief Scientific Officer of 
the AKC/CHF, reported the research activities of the 
Foundation for the 2022 year to-date.   More than two 
million dollars have been awarded for twenty-seven new 
research grants, and 11 peer-reviewed articles from 
previous research grants have been published.   The cur-
rent AKC/CHF research portfolio, including the grants 
awarded thus far in 2022, may be accessed at:  
https://www.akcchf.org/research/our-research/ .  Current 
research projects seeking to enroll canine participants are 
listed at:  http://www.akcchf.org/participate

Those clubs interested in developing a Memorandum 
of Understanding by which the AKC/CHF will assist in 
identifying appropriate researchers who might investi-
gate a problem of particular interest to the club or those 
clubs wishing to donate to a particular area of research 
are urged to contact Dr. MacLeay at Jennifer.MacLeay@
akcchf.org or Bradford Brady at Bradford.Brady@akcchf.
org .   The advantages of using the AKC/CHF as a broker 
for club investments in research include evaluation of the 
quality of the proposed study by the Scientific Review 
Committee of the Canine Health Foundation and periodic 
follow-up by Foundation staff to insure timely completion 
and appropriate publication of the results of the study.   

Susan Hamil introduced the subject of health concerns 
arising from the purveyors of multiplex genetic testing.   
Their reports are often poorly reported and 
unaccompanied by counselling regarding the clinical 
relevance of results.   This leads to confusion among dog 
breeders as to whether the reported “positive” is a genetic 
marker of the potential for clinical disease or simply the 
presence of a gene which may, in fact, not be expressed in 
the particular breed tested.   This confusion has been 
compounded by the lack of ready access to genetic 
counselling.   North Carolina State Veterinary School no 
longer offers this service, and the project “Harmonization 
of Genetic Testing for Dogs,” which was to have been 
a vehicle to improve the standardization and access to 
robust genetic testing for dogs, as developed by the I
nternational Partnership for Dogs, appears to have 
foundered.

A robust discussion by committee members and guests, 
with Dr. MacLeay in attendance, led to the forceful 
expression of the need for leadership in this area by the 
Canine Health Committee and the AKC Canine Health 
Foundation.   Among the suggestions offered were: 

1) Improvement of the Health Survey offered by 
the OFA to make it more specific to the needs 
of each breed and more useful as an 

2) epidemiological tool,
3) Greater educational support for breeders and 

breed clubs, particularly their health 
4) committees, which seemed overly responsive 

to the particular concerns of their members,
5) Need for the AKC and or the AKC/CHF to 

become much more involved in the area of 
genetic testing.  It was pointed out that the 

6) Review of the Current States of Genetic Test-
ing – a Living Document” by Liza Gershon, 
DVM and Anita Oberbauer, PhD, both of the 
University of California, Davis, and Leigh 
Anne Clark, PhD, of Clemson 

7) University, is now “living” only in a remote 
corner of the AKC/CHF website, under 

8) “Educational Resources,” then “Genetic 
Consultation,” which, as noted, is no longer 
available.   https://www.akcchf.org/education-
al-resources/library/articles/CANIN

9) E_GENETIC_TESTING_07-28-2020
10) _FINAL_with-links.pdf   It was posted there 

on 06/15/2020 without any subsequent addi-
tions.

Susan Hamil gave the OFA report for Eddie Dziuk.
Over 6000 new CHIC numbers have been issued this year 
with a total of 163,785 as of 06/03/2022.  No new CHIC 
breeds have been added.  There are 32,083 DNA samples 
in the OFA DNA Bank, which included 211 breeds.  Over 
600 new DNA samples have been received this year.  This 
material has been used at Clemson University to discover 
the genetic basis of the condition of mega-esophagus in 
Great Danes and German Shepherd Dogs with the 
resulting development of a new DNA test for the condition 
in German Sheperd Dogs. 

The implementation of the AKC’s new program to import 
CHIC numbers for attachment to registration numbers is 

https://www.akcchf.org/research/our-research/
http://www.akcchf.org/participate
mailto:Jennifer.MacLeay@akcchf.org
mailto:Jennifer.MacLeay@akcchf.org
file:///C:\Users\Bchriste\Google%20Drive\Bills%20Data\AKC%20Canine%20Health%20Committee\Bradford.Brady@akcchf.org
file:///C:\Users\Bchriste\Google%20Drive\Bills%20Data\AKC%20Canine%20Health%20Committee\Bradford.Brady@akcchf.org
https://www.akcchf.org/educational-resources/library/articles/CANINE_GENETIC_TESTING_07-28-2020_FINAL_with-links.pdf
https://www.akcchf.org/educational-resources/library/articles/CANINE_GENETIC_TESTING_07-28-2020_FINAL_with-links.pdf
https://www.akcchf.org/educational-resources/library/articles/CANINE_GENETIC_TESTING_07-28-2020_FINAL_with-links.pdf
https://www.akcchf.org/educational-resources/library/articles/CANINE_GENETIC_TESTING_07-28-2020_FINAL_with-links.pdf
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complete.  Newly issued CHIC numbers are reported to the 
AKC monthly.

Eddie Dziuk presented: “Utilizing Genetic Tests and 
Health Screenings as Tools to Breed and Promote Healthier 
Dogs” to the Therio Club at the University of Florida in 
April 2022.  An engaged group of students as well as their 
faculty advisor Dr. Kelleman, DACT, and Dr. Mary 
McDaniel, one of our committee members.    The students 
will be invited to attend the upcoming July shows at the 
Equestrian Center in Ocala, Florida.

Susan Hamil gave Mari-Beth O’Neill’s report of 
veterinary outreach activities. Fourteen “Meet the AKC” 
programs have been conducted so far this year.   Oregon 
veterinary students attended the Linn County Kennel Club 
for a presentation and tour.  Theriogenology resident Dr. 
Alex Horner presented to Colorado State University 
veterinary students.  Dr. Nicole Sugai presented to the 
students at Virginia/Maryland, and Dr. Deb Mauterer 
presented at LSU; all other presentations were given 
virtually by Dr. Klein, AKC Chief Veterinary Officer.
AKC staff has worked with local kennel clubs to coordinate 
dog show tours for veterinary students.  Four students from 
the University of Georgia attended the Sawnee Mountain 
Kennel Club of Georgia show in April 12; 12 veterinary 
students attended the Grand Rapids Kennel Club show on 
May 28; 5 students attended the Baton Rouge Kennel Club 
show on June 3-5.

Mari-Beth O’Neill and Dr. Darin Collins met with the 
interim veterinary school dean at North Carolina State for 
a second meeting on matters of mutual interest including 
the future of the theriogenology residency program at that 
institution.

A new program at Tufts will pair students with breeders 
and will extend from health testing of the dogs to be bred 
through whelping and will incorporate breeders’ courses in 
the AKC Canine College as well as a dog show tour.
A total of $72,000 in veterinary scholarships has been 
awarded, of which $7000 was donated by the Windham 
County Kennel Club and the Springfield Kennel Clubs.  
Criteria for the awards include participation in AKC events, 
other involvement with purebred dogs, or research.  
Individual amounts awarded ranged from $2000 to 
$10,000.  Two new theriogenology residents have been 
matched and will begin on 01 July; one at Ohio State and 
one at Auburn.

Dr. Charles Garvin reviewed the status of the proposed 
AKC Preservation Bank.  For the past eleven months, 
attorneys have been preparing incorporation documents 
which should allow the IRS to bestow non-for-profit status.   

Until the organization has an official existence, Dr. Garvin 
suggests that individual parent clubs work on the following:

1) Contact Dr. Garvin, if the club has not done so, 
to indicate an interest in being involved.

2) Decide what would work best as a deci-
sion-making body.  Should it be the club board, 
the club health committee, or a newly formed 
committee?  A format for dispute resolution is 
currently being prepared by the AKC, which 
will give guidance to the clubs in handling 
disputes.

3) Designate a specific representative.  This 
individual will be responsible for signing the 
registration forms on behalf of the club should 
a litter be produced from semen in the bank.   
He or she will also be responsible for all com-
munications with the preservation facility.

4) Discuss recommendations for acceptance of 
semen and for distribution of semen.  

5) What are the breed-specific issues or health 
problems which need to be addressed and 
for conformation attributes which need to be 
emphasized?   (These can be changed in the 
future.)

6) What is the relevant information which should 
be posted on the club website in reference to 
the specimens submitted—pedigrees, photo-
graphs, videos?

For insurance/liability issues, Dr. Garvin states that 
preservation facilities will need to have practices 
and procedures which minimize risk.   Donation 
and distribution forms need to state that there are 
no guarantees with respect to the success of a 
breeding or the production of puppies.

Susan Hamil gave an update from Eddie Dziuk and the 
development of a physical test for the severity of BOAS 
(Brachycephalic Obstructive Airways Syndrome).  As re-
ported previously, the OFA, which has licensed the general 
outline of the test from the University of Cambridge, con-
ducted a pilot test at Purina Farms during January with the 
evaluators including surgeons specializing in the treatment 
of this disorder from the University of Florida, 
Dr. Kathleen Ham, and Texas A & M, Dr. Kelley Thieman.   
Three Bulldogs, five French Bulldogs, and five Pugs were 
evaluated.   The test includes a respiratory examination, 
clinical auscultation of the upper airways and chest, and a 
3-minute brisk walk, with a repeat, post-exercise, 
auscultation.   The grading range is from 0 (unaffected) to 
3 (severe).
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A second pilot test was performed at Purina Farms in May 
with 15 dogs, including 6 French Bulldogs, 3 Pugs, 5 
Bulldogs, and one Old English Bulldog.  A third evaluator, 
Dr. Elizabeth Rozanski, also a veterinary surgeon, joined 
Drs. Ham and Theiman, who were the evaluators in the first 
study.  These three veterinary surgeons continue to work 
closely with the Dr. Jane Ladlow and her research team at 
Cambridge in refining and standardizing the exam protocol.  
A fourth examiner is being identified in order to have wider 
geographic representation.   It is hoped that this test can be 
implemented by the end of this year.

Parent Clubs Committee:
Unfortunately, as happens one out of eight meetings, this 
was scheduled simultaneously with the Canine Health 
Committee, of which I am secretary, so I could not attend.

Delegates Meeting:

The Forum featured a presentation by Sheila Goff, AKC 
V.P. of Government Relations, who spoke on anti-breeder 
legislation as an existential threat to our hobby and to our 
sport. 
 
The AKC contracts with lobbyists in 16 states as well as 
federally to help influence pending legislation.  Over 2000 
bills at all levels have been tracked this year as well as 
more that 575 changes in administrative regulations.  
Government relations staff have provided oral and/or 
written testimony on 150 occasions and written over 38 
policy blogs.  However, for long-term success there must 
be engagement by club members in the political process.  
The goal should be to demonstrate that AKC and 
breeders offer true expert resources and provide initiatives 
and resources which provide real and innovative solutions 
to perceived problems.

Contributions to the AKC PAC are critical in keeping 
friendly representative and officials in office and 
maintaining access to them.   As non-for-profit entities, 
clubs may not directly contribute to political campaigns, 
but individual members, by pooling their contributions via 
the AKC PAC can.   Contributing to the AKC PAC is the 
easiest and most effective way to have influence.  Support 
of friendly lawmakers is non-partisan, and 100% of 
contributions go toward supporting positive canine policy 
goals.  The PAC supports lawmakers who support us.   The 
success rate in positively influencing legislation is 85%.  (I 
have made a recurring contribution to the AKC PAC for 
several years and encourage all club members to do so.)

To stay up to date on legislative and regulatory issues, club 
members are urged to regularly visit the new AKC 
Legislative Action Center at http://www.akcgr.org

Sheila summarized the main legislative and regulatory 
issues to watch:

Breeding licensing and regulations are being 
promulgated in more than 50 bills.  Government 
Relations is working on an analysis of this legis-
lation in every state, which will be made available 
later this summer.

Training licensing requirements would make dog 
trainers susceptible to all regulations pertaining 
to boarding kennels according to CA Assembly 
Bill 1901, which is still in play.  Anyone offering 
dog-training must inform their clients of his/her 
qualifications to do so.

More than 32 bills this year attempt to regulate 
the conditions under which dogs may be outdoors.   
Most ignore that, with regard to safe temperatures, 
one rule does not fit all breeds.

The legal status of animals as property continues 
to be attacked, most recently in CA Assembly Bill 
1881, promoted as the Dog and Cat Bill of Rights, 
including the “right” to be spayed or neutered.  The 
problem that this type of bill always raises is that, 
without ownership, who becomes responsible for 
the animal’s care.   Fortunately, this particular bill 
has now been amended so that the term “rights” has 
been removed from the bill, which now outlines the 
recommended care which shelters must offer those 
adopting animals.   (I note that an appeals court in 
New York State has over-ruled a lower court ruling 
that an elephant in the Brooklyn Zoo had the status 
and rights of and was, in fact, a “person.”)

Due process issues have arisen when dogs are 
seized or forfeited to a shelter during legal proceed-
ings relative to care and conditions issues, and the 
owners becomes responsible for often excessive 
boarding charges during the often-prolonged legal 
challenge.   Dog owners should be presumed inno-
cent until proven guilty.

On the positive side, there seems to be a trend to-
ward reversal of previous breed-specific legislation.   
This was not true in an animal rights-sponsored 
national breeding ban in Norway which requires 
that breeding always “encourage good health and 
function.”  The question, of course, is who devel-
ops the criteria.  At present King Charles Cavalier 
Spaniels and Bull Dogs may no longer be bred in 
Norway due to their perceived susceptibility to 
Brachycephalic Obstructive Airways Syndrome.  
Similar legislation is being promoted in the U.S.   It 

http://www.akcgr.org
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may be time to consider how or whether our cur-
rent breed standards protect the health and welfare 
of our dogs.

Sheila also commented on proactive positions which the 
AKC is taking relative to current canine-related issues:

The AKC is an active participant in the American 
Service Dog Access Coalition, which has devel-
oped the requirement for a Service Dog Pass.  This 
is now in beta-testing with the airlines and has re-
ceived preliminary approval from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation.  Once adopted, this should 
streamline airline access for service dogs.

The AKC Detection Dog Task Force is working to 
address the critical shortage of explosive detection 
dogs, which threatens both public safety and na-
tional security.   The Task Force will next be meet-
ing in Durham, NC in April.  The related Patriotic 
Puppy Program and online course helps breeders 
raise puppies well suited for detection dog work.

The Chairman’s Report by Dr. Thomas M. Davies 
emphasized recovery from the Pandemic, as exemplified by 
increases of 25% in AKC events and 52% in entries during 
the first quarter of 2022 as compared with 2021.  There 
have been 71,000 AKC events so far this year.  107 clubs 
have been holding events since 1922 and are now recog-
nized as “Centennial Clubs.”   He pointed out that the AKC 
now offers mentoring for new clubs wishing to become “li-
censed,” and the requirement to hold “A” and “B” matches 
has now been eliminated.

The President’s Report by Dennis Sprung was also 
generally positive.  2022 has been the 8th continuous year 
for increasing litter registrations, with dog registrations 
slightly lower.  There are currently 4996 active clubs, and 
the number continues to increase.  However, supply chain 
issues have resulted in increased costs to the AKC, even 
applying to the paper purchased for certificates.  Staff 
medical care costs have increased 11% and judges’ liability 
insurance 20%.

Mr. Sprung introduce Kassi McCombe, who holds a mas-
ter’s degree in epidemiology and who has considerable ex-
perience in clinical trials and biostatistics.  Her job is to an-
alyze and monitor data from the individual business units.   
Her research has discovered that the average dog breeder 
is a white female in her 50’s, but that the group of younger 
breeders is more diverse.   She believes that current “action 
items” should include increasing the growth and retention 
of younger breeders, increasing the value for dog owners of 
registering their second pet dog, and increasing support for 

new puppy owners.

Mr. Sprung introduced the “dynamic duo” of Glen Lycan 
and Guy Fisher from the AKC Club Development 
Department.  Created in 2017, the Department’s goal is 
to help clubs to hold successful event.   That department 
contacts every show chair including the 25 who are new at 
the job so far this year.  They are currently developing “ca-
nine extravagances” in which six AKC sports are offered 
at a single site on a single day.  To get to this point, clubs 
are encouraged to begin adding new sports, one at a time.  
“Spectators love it!”

Monthly email blasts to 350,000-400,000 people are sent 
out advertising AKC events near them.

Clubs are encouraged to hold “meet and greet” sessions at 
each event with the goal of enrolling two new members in 
each club for every event.  (Sounds optimistic to me.)

“AKC Pupdate is a free, weekly email newsletter with 
personalized content based on your puppy’s breed and age.  
This newsletter is for all puppies, including mixed breed 
dogs and dogs not registered with the AKC.”   
Subscription sign-up is on the AKC website.  Fifty Parent 
Clubs have signed-up to include promotions for member-
ship and events relative to their clubs.  

Club Development now has a social media page with over 
3600 members.  The goal is to make social media positive 
relative to canine issues.

A Centennial Club Program now officially recognizes AKC 
Member Clubs 100 years or more old.  As noted above, this 
program now includes 107 clubs.

For more information on any of these programs, contact 
mailto:clubdevelopment@akc.org

Financial Report by Ted Phillips:  
During the first quarter of this year, as compared with the 
first quarter of 2021, litter registrations are 84,231, up from 
82,026; and dog registrations are 208,092, down from 
226,556.   

During the first quarter of this year, as compared with 
the first quarter of 2021, the number of AKC events has 
increased by 25% to 4,656, and the number of entries has 
increased by 52% to 756,691.

First quarter operating revenues are $26.9 million, of which 
$19.2 million is from registration and events, $4.3 million 
from sponsorships and royalties, and $3.3 million from 
product and service sales.  First quarter operating expenses 

mailto:clubdevelopment@akc.org
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are 18.9 million of which $8.8 million are staff expenses, $3.5 million professional fees, $2.6 million insurance, rent and 
depreciation, $2.5 million fulfillment, and $1.2 million in donations, primarily to AKC Canine Health Foundation.
As of 03/31/2022, total assets were $246,416 million, with liabilities of $124,144 million, resulting in net assets of 
$122,272 million.

Voting by the Delegates:
An amendment to the Rules Applying to Dog Shows passed.  This clarified the process and timing for transferring dogs 
between classes in the Puppy, 12-18 Month, and Bred-by-Exhibitor Classes.   Dogs with unconfirmed championships must 
be moved-up to Best of Breed or Variety at least one-half hour prior to the scheduled conformation judging at the show, 
or, if there are multiple days of judging, at least one-half hour prior to the start of judging on the first day of the show.

Three amendments to the AKC Bylaws and six amendments to the Rules Applying to Dog Shows were read at the meet-
ing, to be voted on after two readings.   Interestingly, one of the Bylaws amendments would eliminate the two consecutive 
term limits for Board of Director members.

Submitted by William I. Christensen
AKC Delegate
July 10, 2022

My report is not intended to be an official report of the business conducted by the various delegate committees or by the 
official Delegate Meeting.  Summaries of the minutes for all meetings are posted on the AKC website.  If you need the full 
official minutes for a committee meeting or a transcript of the actual Delegates Meeting, I can access these and forward 
them to you.

HOW TO KILL
A

COBRA

SNAKE 
TRAINING
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CORRECTIONSCORRECTIONS

Best In SweeptstakesBest In Sweeptstakes

National SpecialtyNational Specialty

Temora Rocky Mountain High

Owners/Breeders:  J. Seaton, 

J. O’Brien, J. Sousa, V. McKee, 

J. Johnson & T. Steinmet
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The article “My First Litter” by Karen Drumm was incomplete.  Below is the entire 

quentionnaire that accompanied her article.

(The form has been modified for publication.  Contact Karen Drumm 

(email - drummpoint56.3@gmail.com) for a copy.)

Corrections 

Take5 Australian Terrier Puppy 
Questionnaire

Thank you for your interest in a Take5 Australian Terrier puppy. Filling out this application does not 
guarantee availability of puppies nor does it guarantee approval. I reserve the right to deny anyone at my 
discretion if I feel it’s not the appropriate match for one of my Aussies.

First Name _____________________Last Name _________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________________

Email  ________________________________________________________________________________

Phone # (area code) _________ #___________________________________________________

  Cell Land line Other

How long have you lived in this address? _________________________________________

Type of House? Apt. House Own? Rent?

Type of Yard? Solid Fence Underground Fence No fence 
Other_________________________________________________________________________

Number of persons in home and all ages _________________________________________

Are all adults in the home in agreement to purchase a puppy? Yes No 

Does anyone in the home have allergies to dogs? Yes No

Where will the puppy spend most of it’s time? ____________________________________

Will your puppy be inside or outside?      In Out 

Is this puppy a surprise or gift for anyone?   Yes  No

Who will be the primary caregiver? _______________________________________________

Where will the puppy be at night? ________________________________________________

Where will the puppy be during the day? __________________________________________

How many hours will the puppy usually be left alone each day? _______________

Where will the puppy be during your absence? ___________________________________

What kind of pets do you currently have?   Ages?  Breed?

How long did your last pet live?  How did it die?

What pets have you had in the past?   Breed?

What is your gender preference?              Male                Female

Why? _____________________________________________________________________________

What is your color preference?             Red               Blue/Tan
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Do you agree to have the puppy spayed or neutered? Yes No

My contract may require you to spay or neuter your puppy.  

Do you agree to that you will not breed this puppy?                Yes      
No

What made you interested in an Australian Terrier?

What level of puppy activity would work well in your home?

Very high Moderate Low

Have you house trained a puppy before?     Yes No

What plan do you have for house training?

What, if any, obedience training are you considering for this puppy?

Have you ever had to give a puppy up?   Yes   No Why?

Are you interested in a show dog for: Conformation Competition Obedience

Rally Earth Dog Barn Hunt Scent Training Other

Are you willing to commit to caring for this dog and it’s needs for a lifetime that

could exceed 15 years?       Yes No

Do you agree to contact me in the case that you need to re-home this puppy for ANY reason? Yes 
No

My contract will require you to come to Gasport, NY - Take5 Homestead, to pick up your puppy. (Gasport, NY 
is 1/2 way between Buffalo and Rochester, NY)

Are you willing to come to Take5 Homestead to pick up your pup?  Yes       No

Please provide any other relevant information you feel would assist me in placing a puppy in your home.

Do you have any other questions for me you’d like me to note?

I (your name) ____________________________ agree that the information offered above is true and up to date.

Signature:  __________________________________________________________________________

Today’s date: ___________
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CH Firewalker’s Dark and Stormy “Stormy” is one of 10 puppies in the Firewalker Sugar-Shooter litter (GCHS 
CH Bluquo’s Saturday Night Special “Shooter” and CH Wismiss Redhawk Some Like It Hot (“Sugar”). 
Stormy just completed her championship in Greensboro, NC with one of her three major wins being Winners 
Bitch at the 2022 National Specialty in New Jersey. Her absolutely wonderful, always happy, temperament is 
as satisfying as the spiced rum and ginger beer drink she is named for and she continues to fill out nicely. She 
is also following in her mother’s footsteps - Sugar was the 2017 National Specialty Best of Winners at Purina 
Farms, MO. Next, hopefully, Stormy will produce a litter of her own.

Dr. Grace Massey is breeder and owner of “Stormy,”

CH Firewalker’s Dark and Stormy

Cover Story . . . 
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Australian Terrier Breed Column
August 2022 Issue

Life Lessons Learned From Showing An Aussie In Juniors
Final of 3 Part Series

AKC Gazette Column - by Grace Massey

    
 

About the AKC Breed Columns:
       The Breed columns are a time-honored feature of the AKC Gazette. Each columnist is appointed by a breed’s  

national parent  club, which preserves the breed’s standard and helps to educate breeders, judges, and the 

public  about the breed’s history, function, and possible health issues. A national parent club is comprised of 

dedicated  breeders and fanciers, and it represents many years of collective experience in the breed. Columnists 

are asked  to write about topics of interest to the fancy in general as well as those of specific interest to judges 

and devotees of the breed.

Showing an Australian Terrier in Junior Showmanship not only allows endless potential for growth in handling 
skills, but there are also many life lessons to learn. The dedication, resilience, persistence, self-discipline, and 
integrity all carry over into adulthood.  

Juniors who show high grooming breeds as well as breeds with specific or particular handling styles, such as 
the Aussie, must dedicate their time, effort, and energy to pursuing perfection on a daily basis. Maintaining a 
strict grooming and training schedule is imperative and comes before other life activities and plans. This can 
be difficult for juniors, particularly as they enter the teen years and must choose between seriously pursuing 
juniors and other activities, such as sports, music, or dance. A challenge that Juniors face is having to manage 
their time for education as well as their show schedules; the AKC requires a minimum GPA of 3.0 to compete 
in the Junior Showmanship Invitational in Orlando. Time management is an important skill, and self-discipline 
is an important principle of it. The self-accountability to maintain grades, as well as handling and grooming 
skills is a life skill that later aids success in college and the work force.

Showing an Australian Terrier in Junior Showmanship is an experience that grows resilience. Having to learn 
complicated grooming and handling techniques, perfect timing at the shows, and to be calm and confident in 
the ring all take trial and error. When showing difficult breeds in juniors, there is more room for error; it takes 
more time and practice to master the table work than with a ground stacking breed, as well as the light feet 
and hands necessary to show a small dog. You must be resilient and keep working, because consistent practice 
makes perfect! Through persistence, Juniors can overcome challenges and excel. Where there is room for error, 
there is also room for advancement, and the Junior will be rewarded for continuing to work and improve on 
handling skills. Resilience is vital for continuing to move forward after failures, and persistence is vital to work 
towards one’s ambitions in the Juniors ring. 

Integrity is another valuable character that can be learned through showing an Aussie in Juniors. It’s all too 
easy to give up on showing an Aussie, especially one that you are grooming and training yourself, and show a 
large, flashy dog with little to no grooming. It is also easy to feel the temptation to take shortcuts with groom-
ing, training, and conditioning your dog: the patience to properly work on these skills builds the Junior’s integ-
rity and teach the valuable skill of putting in the effort necessary to achieve the long term goals. While showing 
a dog with simpler grooming and handling technique can help you win sooner, Juniors then miss out on the 
discipline of showing their own Aussies from the start. Showing an intricately groomed and handled breed in 
juniors is not an easy road to winning, but a handler’s top priority should never be winning. Sacrificing the 
quick success teaches Juniors that there is far more to the sport than winning, and the bond you have with your 
dog is more important than any rosette!
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Showing an Australian Terrier in Junior Showmanship is the experience of a lifetime! Not only can mastering 
the delicate grooming and sublime handling techniques benefit Juniors in the ring, there are also many life skills 
that come from consistently practicing showing an Australian Terrier to proper breed type. The skills of dedica-
tion, resilience, persistence, self-discipline, and integrity are all useful in the workforce and beyond. Showing 
an Aussie in Juniors is a unique experience that comes with highs and lows, and a bond with your junior dog 
that is irreplaceable. 

Column by guest columnist - Moira McGroarty, Virginia.

Dr Grace Massey 
4343 Mallard Dr
Gloucester, VA 23061
Email: firewalkeraussies@gmail.com

So proud of a Junior Handler in our midst,  Rowan Picard won Best Junior Handler 

in Show at our BC All Terrier Club Specialty showing Kiaya’s Blast Off to Tidewalker 

“Rocket” 

Many thanks to her mother Hayley for making sure everyone was on time ! 

Owner: Caren Holtby & Alan Hannebauer 

Breeder: Jennifer Ward Rogers 
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I have been involved in the dog world since 1983 when I got an Airedale Terrier and decided to do something 
more than just be a good pet owner.  I started with obedience classes, where I met many people who offered me 
advice and mentoring with regard to owning, raising, training, and competing   with my dog.  There were so many 
people who were supportive to help me excel.
When I go to dog activities today, I do see people willing to help, but the the numbers are dwindling.  Not just in 
mentors, but in the actual number of people competing.  Entries are down in the dog  sport overall. Why is that?  
I have asked people in many breeds and the following comments are some of their thoughts:

Cost. The expenses of entry fees, grooming, handling, and travel have all gone up over the years.  Also, the cost 
for clubs to put on shows trickles down to the exhibitors.  Along with rising entry fees are the expenses of parking 
and reserved grooming.  Many of the clubs in the South try to keep entry fees reasonable by not having reserved 
grooming or parking.  Having to pay for conveniences   that used to be the norm does keep people from going to 
some shows.

Politics. Breed judging is subjective.  It is based on the opinions each judge offers based on his or her
 understanding of the standard as written by the parent cub.  Parent clubs need to reach out to current judges of the 
breed to make certain that their education is current and still meets the parent club standards.  This can be done 
through seminar and regular testing.

New People. New people should always have mentors or there will be no longevity.  With the number of 
professional handlers these days it is very difficult for a new exhibitor to come in and be successful.  A handler 
has the advantage of skill, knowledge, and training, and most have been mentored by older, more experienced 
handlers.  It is more difficult for even the experienced owner handler to win against the professional.  With the 
new 
exhibitor there needs to be a very outreaching mentor program to teach, train, and support the new exhibitors so 
they will continue to compete.

Clubs.  Membership in both all-breed and specialty clubs is dwindling.  Our clubs need to come up with inviting 
programs that will bring in the people who buy our puppies.  Programs should be provided that will teach them 
how to raise, train, and groom the breed they’ve bought.  If a puppy buyer is comfortable with the breed they’ve 
bought, they may be interested in doing activities with their dog.

Education. Many people still think that people who show dogs are unapproachable.  And how many times as 
a breeder have you heard the statement “I don’t want a show dog, just a pet”?  We all educate the puppy buyer 
about the breed, but how often do we encourage showing the dog in the breed ring? We all recognize how much 
time, energy, and expense it takes to show our dogs, so we don’t extol the virtues of showing in in conformation.  
We encourage people to show in obedience, rally, Trick Dog, and CGC, but we downplay conformation.  Unless 
we are willing to support, through mentoring, a new dog owner’s foray into conformation, we can’t expect an 
increase in owner-handlers.
The list above covers only some of the issues and resolutions I have heard over the last eight to ten years. There 
are more issues, and more great ideas to help repair and improve this sport.  We all need to be proactive and 
involved in keeping and bringing people into the sport  of dogs.

Diana G. Fielder                                         Airedale Terrier Club of America                            May 2019 AKC Gazette

The Dog World of Today
Part One     Where Have All the People Gone?
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I Love Showing Off My Australian Terriers!  
Karen Drumm, Take5 Australian Terriers

Have you ever walked into the vet’s office and someone in the waiting room says “that’s a cute dog. What kind 
is he?”  This happens everywhere I go!  My 3 Aussies are attention grabbers!  Trueman turns over to show his 
belly when people stoop to pet him.  Costello just jumps on everyone like a goofy 
14-month-old and Leena wags her tail like it’s going to fall off and circles your 
feet.  Of course, I guess I’m preaching to the choir.  You all know that!

So why am I writing this little ditty?  Well as you know, our Aussies are con-
sidered a rare breed.  Most people ask me “is that the dog in the Wizard of Oz?”  
When I went to a new Agility class with Trueman, the Agility teacher asked 
me what kind of dog he was, and I said an Australian Terrier, and she said “I’ve 
never seen one before…. what does he look like? And she pondered that thought 
for a millisecond.  I said “an Australian Terrier!”.  This is what they look like!”

So, I just want to remind everyone that we need to 
get our AT’s out there in the public eye.  I love to help out with local dog clubs and 
here’s what I do to “show off” my dogs, my breed.  

1.  The local All-Breed club (which I’m not a member), invited local breeders to 
bring their dogs to a Meet the Breeds at the local county fair.  I said of course 
and Trueman was a hit.  We were there for 4 hrs. and we hardly had a minute to 
ourselves.  I got a free ticket to the fair and chose my time at the booth.  That’s all 
it took.  I brought info on the breed and my business cards.  The rest was all up to 
him.

2.  Since I’m also a Positive Reinforcement Trainer 
and offer basic family obedience to the local community, I arrange each year to 
have a dog event at a local winery.  We call it the Dog Days of Summer.  I’ve been 
hosting this for 10 years now.  The winery loves having dogs and their owners 
around – all the fun activities are outside in a big backyard and I invite local 
vendors with doggie stuff to set up a table.  No vendor fee.  Just hang for an Au-
gust afternoon and meet people who have dogs.  I don’t make any money off of 
the event, I just post it on my Take5 Australian Terrier and Harmony Dog Training 
pages and the winery also posts it on their pages.  We’ve had up to 300+ people 
who wonder in with pure breeds and mixed breeds.  They hang outdoors on 
picnic benches, drink wine and compete in cute 
events like – Best Tail Wagger, Best Costume 
and Best Trick.  On several occasions we’ve had demos on flyball, retriev-
ing, and we’ve had AKC Sanctioned B Matches sponsored by local all-breed 
and regional breed clubs.  I don’t do any work for those; the clubs take care 
of it all. They set up, take down, get judges, prizes, etc. It’s not hard to put 
this together – just find a site that would love to have dogs around.  My 
Aussies always get tons of attention and people learn about the breed.
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3.  Lastly, in talking to Caren Holtby, I learned that she has created a special walking group in her local area 
with Australian Terriers.  She calls this group, the Aussie Amble.  So cute.  She even created a sticker for them.  
They wear it, or stick it on something that is visible and people know.  What a nice way to show off our breed!  
I’ve posted the sticker here below and she’s happy to share it with all of you.  

So, get out there and show off ths wonderful breed.  We need to plan for the future and be sure the Australian 
Terrier doesn’t go extinct in the US or elsewhere.  Do your part to help sustain this great dog breed. If you have 
an idea, let me know and I will share it with everyone else.

Go Australian Terriers!  You know “there’s nothing like a terrier” …I mean Australian Terrier!
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2023 NATION-
AL TENTATIVE 

SCHEDULE:
Tuesday June 27th

Board Meeting
Welcome night

Wednesday June 28th

Education Day
Local Tour TBD

Membership Meeting

Thursday June 29th

Futurity & Sweepstakes
Obedience & Rally
National Specialty
Banquet & Awards

Friday June 30th

ATCC Regional Specialty
CSKC All Breed Show

Tour/Dinner Option TBD
Rescue Events

Saturday July 1st

CSKC All Breed Show
Auctions Closing

Sunday July 2st

CSKC All Breed Show

      Save the Date
                    2023 Australian Terrier National
Host Hotel:  Colorado Springs Marriott
https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/cosmc-colorado-springs-marriott/ 
Rate $189 per night plus tax– One time pet fee of $50 per stay 
Cut off Date is 4/15/2023.  
You MUST place reservations by calling the phone number listed below 
                  for ATCA to receive credit against the contract.
Reservations:  call (888) 236-2427 –Group: The Australian Terrier Club of America

Event Show Site: Norris Penrose Event Center
https://www.norrispenrose.com
Lots of RV Parking – Air Conditioning – Indoor Grooming
More info to come on Silent Auctions, Fundraisers, Local Tours…

Other Hotels/Motels that will accept dogs

Home2 Suites by Hilton Colorado Springs  719-226-3451
LaQuinta Inn & Suites Garden of the Gods 719-528-5060
LaQuinta Inn & Suites South   719-527-4788
Motel 6   Voyage Parkway   719-598-6700
Motel 6   Chestnut RD   719-520-5400
Travelodge     719-596-5588

https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/cosmc-colorado-springs-marriott/
https://www.norrispenrose.com
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Australian Terrier Trust 
“The AusTTrust”

Assisting the Australian Terrier Club of America Inc., 
in supporting our breed through Health and Education

How does the Trust Decide on What to Support ? 

Our ATCA Members and Australian terrier dog fanciers are requested to submit ideas to the Australian terrier 
trust (“AusTTrust”) they are some of our best sources of great ideas. PLEASE KEEP THOSE IDEAS COM-
ING.

To date the AusTTrust has been able to invest our donations into over six health studies and the trust has also 
supported the ATCA’s National Specialty Education seminars since 2013. 

Health studies that have received AusTTrust donations are: 
Hemangiosarcoma 
Flea and Tick Bourne Disease 
Diabetes, blindness in dogs 
Degenerative myelopathy (“DM”)
Most have been part of a matching funding campaign which has leveraged our donations 

Health clinics and Health support 
OFA Eye clinics at Nationals 
A full OFA clinic for Eyes, Patellas, and Thyroid. 
A necropsy is available to any Australian terrier that meets the DM criteria, in an effort to understand if this is 
in the breed. 

Education seminars donated since 2013 have been: 
Dr Carmen Battaglia “Breeding Better Dogs” 
Dr Jerold S. Bell “Genetics” - these talks were videoed and are available on the AusTTrust website 
Dr Thomas Greaves “Diabetes”
Dr Carmen Battaglia “Breeding Healthier Dogs” 
Dr. Laurie Bergman - “Canine Behaviour Issues”

Education materials 
Judges education, 5 x 7 card. “At A Glance” under review by Judges Education Committee. 

For the love of our “Aussies” please submit suggestions for Health (research or clinics) that we can donate 
to or Education suggestions that will help support our breed with owners, breeders, judges, or performance 
people 

Suggestions for the AusTTrust can be sent to 
Dreamtimeaussies@comcast.net

Or please fill out this request form on the AusTTrust website
https://www.austtrust.org/contacts 

mailto:Dreamtimeaussies@comcast.net
https://www.austtrust.org/contacts
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Ryba Kennel 

Upcoming litters : GCHS CH Bluemoon Pop A Razzi X BIS Can GCh US Ryba’s Skyfall 

Bred By Erin McGlen   
Owned by Ryba Kennel  GCH Acebreeder ’s Queen B

      B B       “ “ 

      “ “ 
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Halloween Safety Tips

Some pets love the hustle and bustle of Halloween, while others will 
find this spooky holiday a bit stressful. We recognize that animals are 
individuals, so while you enjoy the festivities, consider it from your 
pet’s perspective

“A dog’s natural instinct is to protect their home or to alert you 
that a stranger has arrived,” reminds Amy Nichols, Vice President of 
Companion Animals and Equine Protection at the Humane Society 
of the United States. “And cats typically prefer a quiet environment 
with their family. Trick-or-treaters continually knocking on the door 
or ringing the bell can be very stressful to both dogs and cats.”

Before the trick-or-treating starts, put your pets in a quiet room where they will be safe from all 
the Halloween activity. If your pup is likely to try to run out the front door and is comfortable in 
a crate, consider putting them in the crate with a treat-filled toy and some soft music playing in 
the background. 

Minimize noise by sitting outside to keep trick-or-treaters from knocking on the door or 
ringing the bell.

Halloween Candy 

Pre-Halloween and during trick-or-treating, keep candy safely stashed in a high cabinet secured 
with a lock or child-safety latch. Many foods, such as chocolate, gum and xylitol (a sweetener 
used in many foods) are hazardous to pets.

Watch your kids! Children may make the harmful mistake of sharing 
their loot. Make sure they know the difference between a treat for 
them and a treat for their four-legged friends.

Keep the 24-hour ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center hotline handy: 
888-426- 4435. (The hotline may charge a consultation fee.)  If you 
suspect your pet has eaten something that’s bad for them, call your 
veterinarian or the Poison Control Center immediately.

Pumpkin can be good for dogs and cats, but too much can cause diges-
tive issues. Rotting pumpkin may harbor bad bacteria; keep jack o’lan-
terns safely away from becoming a holiday snack.

Halloween Causes Stress
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Keep Away From 
Dangerous Decorations 

Introduce your pets to their safe room before you decorate indoors.  Changes to your home can 
make your pets, especially cats, nervous or frightened.  Or they may decide those fake spiders 
pose an existrntisl threat and need to be killed.

Be aware of which decorations pose threats. Some hazards are obvious, like lit candles (fire hazards and toxic 
to birds if scented). Other potentially dangerous decorations include rubber eyeballs (choking risk), glow sticks 
and fake blood (possible poisons), fake cobwebs (can choke or entangle pets and wildlife), potpourri (toxic to 
birds) and strung lights. Watch out for those candy wrappers and plastic packaging too! 

Create pet-friendly holiday decor. Make your cat a haunted house out of cardboard boxes or put 
treats and toys in a paper bag (remove any handles first as cats can get stuck).

If you do choose a costume for your pet, consider your pet’s personality and 
what type of costume they may tolerate and for how long. Masks and hats 
that fit around the face, for example, may be OK for the length of time it 
takes to snap a quick pie, but they can pose dangers and make your pet feel 
uncomfortable. Best to keep pet costumes minimal.

Keep an eye on your costumed pet to make sure the costume is comfort-
able and allows your pet to move freely. Also be sure to remove any chew-
able parts or objects that could come off and choke your pet. If your pet 
appears uncomfortable, take off the costume. Signs of discomfort include 
folded down ears, eyes rolling back or looking sideways, a tucked tail or hunching over.

Halloween Costumes

Bring your pets indoors before night falls. Cats are always safest inside with you, but on Halloween it’s 
especially important to secure all pets inside so they don’t run away out of fear of adults and children in 
costumes. In case they escape, make sure that all your pets are wearing tags with current IDs and that 
their microchip is registered with your most up-to-date information. Opening the door repeatedly for 
trick-or-treaters creates plenty of opportunities for a pet to slfp outside and disappear into the night 
Proper ID will help you reunite with your lost pet and  take a recent photo of your pet that can be used for 
lost flyers just in case they get lost.

Be aware that not all the wild creatures outside will be wearing costumes. You may see nocturnal animals 
such as raccoons, opossums and foxes foraging for food while you’re trick-or-treating or walking from 
your car to a party.     Humane Society of United States granted permission to use this article.

Protect Pets From Outdoor Dangers
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The veterinary community has really had to scramble 
to find a way to provide care during the last 2 years. 
In the spring of 2020, information began to emerge 
regarding transmission of a potentially devastating 
corona virus from person to person, as well as con-
cerns about interspecies transmission. The informa-
tion was constantly being updated and corrected as 
we learned more about the spread of the virus.  At 
one time it was even thought cats could carry the 
virus. Fortunately this was incorrect. Although cats 
are susceptible to a type of corona virus, it is specific 
to cats only. During that short period of concern, the 
veterinary community began preparing for an enor-
mous influx of cats given up for adoption, or worse 
yet, abandoned on the streets. This information was 
quickly corrected and there were very few animals 
surrendered. 

Veterinarians were encouraged to switch to curbside 
care with little to no physical contact with clients. 
This was instituted to keep veterinary staff as safe as 
possible. When you imagine how physically close 
staff and doctors are when treating animals you can 
understand the wisdom of this practice. However, 
the clients, rightly so, felt uncomfortable handing the 
leash or carrier over to a tech in the parking lot. From 
the veterinarians point of view, communication via 
phone was extraordinarily difficult. So much is de-
termined by personal interaction of client and doctor. 
Facial expressions, body language, and even interac-
tion between several family members would allow 
the doctor to know whether the client understood 
the diagnoses, the treatment plan and the possible 
outcome. Financial concerns are often made more 
obvious by interaction between owners themselves, 
more so than what was actually said to the doctor. 
The stress felt by veterinary staff as well as clients 
was, and continues to be, enormous.

What can you do to help your pet receive the best 
possible care during a veterinary visit? First, make any 
routine care appointments well in advance. Vaccina-
tions and routine tests are best scheduled a month in 
advance. Anticipating issues well ahead of time eases 
the burden on you as well as staff. Think of ordering 
4th of July firework medications in June. Repeat orders 
for medications also need to be ordered a month in 
advance. Heartworm and tick meds should be picked 
up a month before you run out.  Emergent problems 
need to be clearly stated to the receptionist when you 
call in. Let them know you understand they are busy 
but that your pet has a problem that needs to be ad-
dressed. Try to triage your problem….for example, an 

anal gland issue or urinary tract infection is not nearly 
as critical as a dog that is vomiting or having bloody 
diarrhea. Reproductive issues are usually emergent 
problems; while skin issues, although uncomfortable, 
can often wait several days.

If your pet cannot be seen that day, think of other 

Veterinary Visits 
During Covid

By Heather Rife
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options that might help you. Offer to bring in a urine sample, if you suspect a urinary tract infection. Drop off 
a stool sample if your dog is having diarrhea. Use your smart phone to take pictures and email them into the 
office. A small amount of blood tinged stool is very different than a large amount of bright red clotting blood 
mixed in with stool. The first can often be handled with a phone call and diet management, and the latter can 
be life threatening. 

When you do have an appointment, clearly write the problems on paper and have the tech take that along with 
the patient. When did it start, how did it start, has it happened before, are the other animals at home also sick 
or is it just this one? What exposure has the dog had in the past week? Dog shows or training centers?  What 
meds is he on and when were they given. Is this part of an ongoing issue or a new development?  What do 
you suspect, and what would you expect for treatment. If there are financial issues be clear as to what you can 
afford. Clearly understand when the doctor or staff will be calling and keep your phone in your pocket! 
These suggestions are applicable for any future veterinary visits, even when Covid is no longer a concern. For 
now, if your veterinary office requests a mask, please wear your mask correctly and at all times while in the 
office. It is a sign of respect to the staff and doctors caring for your pet. Please be kind and empathetic to those 
who work hard to keep your pet healthy.

Breast cancer in women is a topic we are all aware of and it also a risk factor in our female dogs. Breast tumors 
in dogs are very similar to human breast cancers but unfortunately with fewer treatment options.  Mammary 
cancer in dogs accounts for 42 % of all diagnosed canine cancers (Cornell University College of Medicine).  
Dogs have five pairs of mammary glands starting below the armpit region and extending back to the inguinal 
area.  Unspayed dogs have have fully developed mammary glands.  Dogs spayed prior to the first heat cycle 
reduces the lifetime risk for breast tumors to 0.5 %, rising to a 26% risk of developing mammary cancer during 
a dog’s lifetime after the second heat cycle and 50% of mammary tumors are malignant (American College of 
Veterinary Surgeons).  Spaying at a young age for pets statistically does protect that female from developing 
mammary cancer.  But realistically for breeders looking to preserve the continuity of their breed or for those 
competing in conformation events, early spay is not an option.

Detection and Diagnosis
Most mammary tumors are found by the owner or groomer or vet during an annual exam and often the dogs 
is showing no outward signs.  Mammary tumors vary greatly in size, feel, and location.  A dog may have a 
single tumor in one gland or several tumors in several glands.  Tumors can be hard or soft, fixed or moveable, 
and can be benign or malignant.  Dogs can have benign and/or malignant tumors at the same time. Unspayed 
dogs that are spayed at the same time as the mammary surgery or shortly thereafter seem to have a better 
prognosis.

Treatment Options
The accepted best treatment for any mammary mass is surgery.  Other diagnostic tests that may be done prior 
to surgery are blood and urine tests, chest x ray and abdominal ultrasound to check for metastases, or fine nee-
dle biopsy of regional lymph nodes to check for spread, followed by surgery, with tissue removed submitted 
for histopathology evaluation. A referral to a Veterinary Oncologist or area Vet school and CT scans or MRI 
to check for metastasis may be in order.
Mammary tumors may include benign adenomas, malignant carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, papillary carcino-
ma, ductal carcinoma and sarcomas, and inflammatory carcinomas.  Staging by a vet pathologist can give a 

MAMMARY TUMORS IN DOGS
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good prognosis with Stage 1 (clear margins after surgery, a slow growing tumor and no metastasis) to 
Stage 5 where lymph node involvement and metastasis is noted.

Treatment Options After Surgery
Radiation is a standard treatment option in women following diagnosis but is not typically used in treating 
mammary tumors in dogs.  Genetic typing of humans breast cancers and successful new immunotherapy 
drugs that target the cancer cells following genetic cell typing is not yet available for our dogs.

Chemotherapy is recommended for dogs with certain higher risk mammary tumors and or risk of metastasis.  

Doxorubicin (Adriamycin) is a standard chemo drug for both people and dogs with breast cancer that has 
spread or is at risk of spreading.  It is given in the vet’s office by IV infusion every 3 weeks for a total of 5 
treatments.  This drug can cause side effects which may include loss of appetite, nausea or diarrhea for several 
days after treatment. Fortunately, these symptoms pass in a few days and dogs do not seem to have the hair 
loss that women  experience.

Piroxicam is a NSAID sometimes used in dogs to decrease blood vessel formation which leads to “starving” 
the tumor.

Metronomic Chemotherapy is a “pulse like” type of chemo that is given in small doses more frequently to 
help decrease the growth the cancer.  It is typically a low dose oral medicine given at home.

Prognosis
Dogs with benign mammary tumors have an excellent prognosis.  Almost half of dogs with low grade clear 
margin tumors also have an excellent prognosis following surgery alone.  Depending on the type and stage of 
their cancer and risk of spread other dogs have a more guarded survival time.
As a pet owner we must rely upon our vet’s advice or what treatment is best for our dog to ensure a pain free 
quality life for as long as is possible.

If you can’t adopt, foster.

If you can’t foster, sponsor.

If you can’t sponsor, volunteer.

If you can’t volunteer, donate.

If you can’t donate, transport.

If you can’t transport,

   educate, network, or cross post.
                   

  Australian Terrier Rescue
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Tidewalker Australian Terriers invites you to get out for an Aussie Amble ! 
Take 3,4, 8 or 10 Aussies out with their owners and draw attention to the breed! 

Help us sustain the Breed so it lasts 20, 50 a 100 more years !
!

Email: caren@tidewalker.ca for your own logo ! 
Send photos of your Ausse Amble 
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Ch Temora’s Gone Rogue At Ryba
Bred By Temora Australian Terriers 

Owned By Teresa Schreeder 
Susan Bachman & Teresa Cleland

At 10 months of age, Roper easily  
finished his Championship.  He is 
having fun while he matures before 
coming out as a Special.

“Roper”
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Health Updates
Teresa Schreeder, Health Committee

                                             CANINE HEALTH INFORMATION CENTER 
    
PARENT CLUB REPORTING: AUSTRALIAN TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA   
CHIC NUMBERS ISSUED OR UPDATED: Q2- 2022                          

OFA ID    Name    Reg #

DM  
AUT-DM82/41F-PI  BENAYR OLIVE OYL     RN32806304
AUT-DM80/5M-NOPI  BLUQUO'S POPS THE TOP AT BLUEMOON  RN37373706
AUT-DM81/33M-PI  JOVI'S HERE COMES THE SUN   1142412
  
EYE  
AUT-EYE219/26M-VPI CHRISTHILL BE MY VALENTINO   RN34766401
AUT-EYE220/45F-VPI  REDWING RUN WITH THE WIND TO REDSKY RN32489506
AUT-EYE222/40F-VPI  ROACHAN'S LUXURY TAX    RN33078103
AUT-EYE221/40M-VPI ROACHAN'S PARK PLACE    RN33078102
AUT-EYE217/9M-VPI  TAKE5 STEPPIN' OUT     RN36934006
  
PATELLAS  
AUT-PA347/23M/P-VPI DREAMTIME'S MILLIONAIRE   RN35368306
AUT-PA346/39M/P-VPI ROACHAN'S PARK PLACE    RN33078102
AUT-PA345/22M/P-VPI TAKE5 LOVE ME TENDER    RN35265603
    TIDEWALKER EPSILON GRACE   HA3984438
  
THYROID  
AUT-TH308/39M-VPI  ROACHAN'S PARK PLACE    RN33078102
AUT-TH305/13F-VPI  RYBA'S QUEEN OF THE NIGHT   RN36405706
AUT-TH307/85F-VPI  SHASTAKIN KILLARA'S FLYING EUREKA!  RN28534406
AUT-TH304/65M-VPI  TEMORA STRYKE WHILE THE IRON IS HOT RN30161402
AUT-TH306/28F-VPI  TIDEWALKER EPSILON GRACE   HA3984438
  
CANINE HEALTH  
169796    CHRISTHILL BE MY VALENTINO   RN34766401
169795    REDWING RUN WITH THE WIND TO REDSKY RN32489506
171652    ROACHAN'S PARK PLACE    RN33078102
171286    SHASTAKIN KILLARA'S FLYING EUREKA!  RN28534406
168639    TEMORA STRYKE WHILE THE IRON IS HOT RN30161402
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Is Your Home Pet Friendly 
By .Jenna Lea Keland

Your pet’s been at it again. Picture this - you come 
home from a long day, turn the key in the lock, push 
open the door, take a look around your sanctuary and 
gaze in horror at your chewed-up couch cushions, 
unrolled toilet tissue and overturned garbage bin.

Gasp, moan or 
curse to your 
heart’s content - but 
it’s not going to fix 
the problem. You 
need to do some-
thing that prevents 
such misdemeanors 
from happening 
again.

Home projects that pay off for you and your pet.

Whether you’re welcoming an untrained fur child 
into your home, anticipating the arrival of your latest 
foster, moving into a new house or just protecting your 
domain, it’s a good idea to pet-proof your home for 
your pet’s safety   and your own sanity.

Ideally, you should think about how to best protect 
your pet - and your home - before those furry paws 
cross your threshold in the first place. But, hey, you’re 
excited to have a new bff. We get it.

Good news -  It’s never too late to make pet-friendly 
improvements. From the kitchen to the backyard and 
every room in between, we have the best dog- and 
cat-proofing tips out there so you can avoid the scene 
above - and make sure your furry companion is safe in 
every corner of your home.

These projects will earn you a gold star as a pet
 parent - and actually boost your home’s value to 
future buyers.

Most pets love to explore outdoors. Even your fancy 
feline may venture out for a toilet break every now 
and then. Installing a pet door is an important step in 
preparing your home. Here’s why:

It’s good for their health. If your pet - especially your 
pup - cannot step out for long periods of time, it can 
lead to urinary tract infections. Avoid the pain, dis-
comfort, mess and expense that comes with this unfor-
tunate experience.

You won’t have to deal with stains. Even the most 
attentive pet owners don’t always know when their pet 
really needs to go. Avoid stinks and stains by giving 
your cat or dog a convenient means of egress.
It provides security for your pet, the home and you. 
Guard dogs can run outside if they sense any un-
welcome guests, and you won’t have to worry about 
trapping them outdoors in extreme weather.

Installing a fence that is strong, stable and appropri-
ate height can save your pet’s life by preventing your 
pets from jumping into your pool, digging up your 
veggie patch or running into traffic. After you build 
your fence, remember to routinely walk around it to 
check for weak spots and holes that your pet may have 
created.

For the feline that loves scaling walls or the pup who 
wants to join passing joggers, you can consider an 
invisible fence. An invisible fence uses gentle static 
correction or sound irritants to keep your pet within 
its boundaries. It works with radio signals between 
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an underground electrical wire and a receiver on your 
pet’s collar. So the next time your pet wants to run into 
the road, the invisible fence will keep them safe and 
sound.  (BEWARE:  The main issue with an invisible 
fence is if your pet escapes beyond the invisible fence, 
it cannot get back to your house because it will be 
shocked in trying to cross the barrier.)

For a bouncy Aussie or the cat on its ninth life, a
 balcony addition could be a life-saving project for 
your house. Calculate the right height and space be-
tween railings to keep your pet from slipping through 
the gaps.

When it comes to suitable flooring for pets, you want 
something that’s resistant to stains and sharp claws 
-  but also aesthetically pleasing. If you’re way beyond 
the point of prevention and you need to renovate ru-
ined floors, the following are some considerations: 

1.  Luxury vinyl flooring is thick, durablle, affordable, 
scratch-resistant and available in any design and color 
to suit your interior. lt”s also sound  absorbent and pos-
sibly one of the best options for homes with pets.
2.  Sealed concrete is a modern flooring option that 
can work well for pets. It’s hard and impervious to 
stains, and you can always soften the feel on your feet 
with a well-chosen rug that you can easily clean if 
your pet has an accident. But avoid polished concrete, 
as it can be slippery and dangerous for everyone in the 
home, fur-babies included.
3.  Bamboo has a high hardness rating and may be a 
better option than hardwood. This scratch-resistant 
surface also repels moisture and stains due to the man-
ufacturing process. The downside? You may get tired 
of hearing your pet’s claws clicking, as this material 
does not absorb sound.
4.  Natural cork resists the growth of mold and bacte-
ria. This material has a similar aesthetic to hardwood, 
is resilient and absorbs sound. Keep those claws 
trimmed, though, as it’s not scratch-proof.
5.  Ceramic or porcelain tiles are pretty impenetrable 
for cat or dog claws. Once glazed, tiles are resistant to 
moisture and stains - and you’ll have endless pattern, 
color and design options.
6.  Vinyl planking is an outstanding product to 
consider.

Keeping your fluffy friend safe is your responsibility 
as a caring pet parent. Unfortunately, there may be 

several poisons and choking hazards in your home that 
can bring them harm. Walk through your interior and 
exterior and note these common dangers.

Kitchen
1.  Secure bin lids to keep kitties and dogs from over-
turning garbage cans, which can create a headache 
for you and a potentially life-threatening situation for 
your pet.
2.  Install a gate to your kitchen entrance - especially
 if your pet is swift enough to sneak snacks from 
the countertop.
3.  A bouncy pup or overly curious cat can knock boil-
ing pots off stoves and come across all sorts 
of dangers. 
4.  Hide foods that are toxic to pets, and place them 
out of reach. Some common culprits include grapes, 
raisins, chocolate, garlic, onions, nuts and pantry items 
containing the sweetener xylitol.
5. Always keep the dishwasher, cupboards and fridge/
freezer doors closed when not in use for pets who love 
to sneak into tight spaces.
6.  Put knives away or placed away from the counter 
edge when in use.

Living Room and Home Office
1.  Hide electrical cables from pets who love to chew.
2.  Buy a fireplace screen to protect your pet from 
burns.
3.  Securely store fire starter logs - they may contain 
heavy metals that can be poisonous to pets if chewed 
on.
4,  Add some anti-scratch tape to couch corners that 
your kitty loves to destroy.
5.  Cover your HVAC vents so that small pets avoid 
exploring them.
6.  Keep choking hazards like rubber bands and small 
office supplies out of reach.
7.  Many indoor plants are hazardous to pets. Do some 
research before adding plants to your home.

Bathrooms and Laundry Rooms
1.  Store medicines, topical creams and cleaning sup-
plies in a secure cabinet.
2.  Keep the toilet lid shut and drain baths after use.
3.  Appliances like tumble driers may appeal to cats 
who want a cozy place to sleep. Keep the doors closed 
on these appliances.
4.  Store your medicine in an inaccessible place.
5.  Pick up choking hazards like cotton swabs, makeup 
accessories and hair ties.
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Bedrooms
1.  Keep wardrobe and closet doors closed so your cat doesn’t get trapped or your dog does not chew holes in 
your favorite outfit.
2.  Store small items like jewelry or hair ties in a closed container.
3.  Make a cozy corner for your pet with their bed and toys.

Garage
1.  Keep sharp, heavy and dangerous tools or small bits of hardware out of reach.
2.  Make sure your pet can’t access rodent and insect traps or poisons.
3.  Secure paints, toxic chemicals and de-icing compounds in a locked cupboard.
4.  Ensure your dog or cat is safely inside the home before you shut garage doors.

Backyard
Exercise for your pet is essential to their health and well being. And what better place to run off excess energy 
than the backyard? Cats and dogs love to explore, dig, chew and wander the outdoors, so it’s essential to make 
sure they have a safe space to do just that. Here’s where to start:

1.  Restrict access to the pool with a fence, pool cover or net.
2.  Secure any weaknesses in your fence. Fences keep your pet in, but they can also keep threatening wildlife 
out.
3.  Remove toxic plants and replace them with safer ones.
4.  Lock up the yard shed that could contain fertilizers or garden poisons.
5.  Provide a space for your pet that is shady and cool.
6.  Give your pet fresh water daily- inside and outside the home.
7.  Allocate a specific area for digging, and train your pup to use it when they feel the urge to burrow, bury or 
roll in the sand.
8.  Close compost heaps so your dog or cat can’t jump inside.
9.  Slug, snail, rodent or insect bait can harm your pet. Buy pet-friendly products or restrict access to these 
items.
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Kreg Hill and Mamie
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Mamie (GCHB RACH2 

Christhill First Lady 

Marie Geneva UDX 

PCDX BN GN RM8 

RAE7 CGC TKN) was 

invited to compete 

at the AKC National 

Obedience 

Championship in 

Wilmington, OH on 

July 9 and 10, 2022.  

Competing Dogs 

and selected by 

their OTCH points 

(Obedience Trial 

Champion) earned 

the previous year.  

It was quite an 

honor for an 

Australian Terrier competing with all the Border Collies and Goldens!  Saturday is 

an all day event with each dog must compete in eight different rings with 3 to 4 

exercises in each ring on Saturday.  The highest scoring dogs move on to the final 

competition on Sunday.  This year’s event was won by a Golden Retriever.
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Bekka, Bluquo’s Dance The Night Away CDX BN 
GN RM THDA CGCA TKE earned her CDX this 
spring with very nice scores. She is owned by

 Pat Goshorn.

Pippa, Dreamtime’s Master Gamer TKE VHMP 
earned her CGC and CGCA as well as her Rally 
Novice and Beginner Novice titles with super 

scores. Every time she has been in the ring she has 
earned first place!.  Pat Goshorn

Magic won Best in Show in the Terrier 
Association of Oregon Class B Match .

Camaroo I Put a Spell on You - 
Mystic Lights

Charlene Rainville

Aussie Aussie 
BragsBrags
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AussieAussie
 Brags Brags

GCH Tidewalker Epsilon Grace
BOB and Best Owner Handler in Group
Judge Johan Beccera of Orlando Florida.
Breeder Owner Handler Caren Holtby 

Alan Hannebauer, Karen McColm 
Sire: GCH CH Ryba And The Beat Goes On 

For Tera-K RN RATO
Dam: CH Tidewalker Raincoast Gypsy 

New Champion - CH Camaroo Blue Ridge Revival - Rallie 
Owners: Jennifer Sousa and Vicki McKee of CopperTop Australian Terriers

Handled by: Vicki McKee
Bred By: Carole Morse & Ellison Armfield
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Bred By Jennifer Rogers Owners: Ryba Kennel & 
Tidewalker  Kennel

 Ch. Kiaya Tidewalker Ryba That’s Amore

““  DinoDino””
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ANGIE BLY

Our mother Angie Cross Bly passed away on July 25, 2022 
after a year long battle with cancer. An avid lover of 
Australian Terriers and most other breeds, Mom showed 
her Aussies throughout the United States over the past two 
decades.

Her love for Australian Terriers 
started with Ian, who entered her life in the early 1990s, 
when she lived in Ft. Meyers, Florida. Ian (pictured here) 
was a rugged, feisty type with a good sense of humor – all 
personality traits that Mom adored. It was something of a 
given that Ian ignited a spark for Australian Terriers that 
lasted through the rest of Mom's life. Show dogs that some 
of you may know – Ripley, Wally, Beamer, Gokke, Audrey, 
Floyd, Kraken, Flirt, Spit, Nasa, Vikki, Kat – all came into 
existence because of loyal, unkempt Ian.

And on Mom's journey through showing, obedience, 
agility, barn hunt, and even dock diving, she met a 
wonderful community of friends and fellow Australian 
Terrier enthusiasts.  Joe, Kathy, Jill and Owen would like to 
extend our thanks to all of you – your support and 
friendship meant the world to her.

Donations can be made to Australian Terrier Rescue in 
Angie’s name

HAPPY
HALLOWEEN
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 This is a listing of New Titles PROVIDED BY AKC
Reports Dated August and September, 2022

AKC New Titles
Data from AKC August Report

MAY 2022

Trick Dog Novice

CH Santan Radiant Blue Moon Mist CGC TKN
Owner: Joy Miller
Breeders:  Joy Miller & Ann Ridenour
Date Titled:  5-May-22

JUNE 2022

Champion

CH Ryba’s Queen Of Soul
Owners:  Cynthia Cooper Roberson & Sherry Cooper   
 & Teresa Schreeder & Susan Bachman
Breeders:  Teresa Schreeder & Susan Bachman
Date Titled:  18-Jun-22

Grand Champion

GCH CH Camaroo Penny’s From Heaven
Owner:  Tracy Nelson
Breeders:  Carole Morse & Ellison Armfield
Date Titled:  12-Jun-22

Advanced Canine Good Citizen

CH Killara’s Legacy’s Promise CAX RATN CGCA   
 TKN
Owners:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty & 
Moira McGroarty
Breeders:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty   
 & Moira McGroarty
Date Titled:  24-Jun-22

AKC Temperament Test

GCHB CH Shastakin Killara Larrikin Reduproar CAA   
RATO CGC ATT VHMA
Owners:  Anne P McGroarty & Esther C Krom &   
 Fiona C McGroarty
Breeder:  Esther C Krom
Date Titled:  25-Jun-22

BCAT

CH Heartland Nuk’Em From Orbit BCAT
Owner:  Christopher Paul Chapman
Breeders:  Christopher Paul Chapman & Theresa   
 Goiffon
Date Titled:  29-Jun-22

The Farms Start The Game AX MXJ OF BCAT
Owner:  Alice R Williams
Breeder:  Sheila Dunn
Date Titled:  19-Jun-22

Canine Good Citizen

Benayr Bringing Down The House RN SWA CGC
Owner:  Constance Everett
Breeder:  Susan M Bentley
Date Titled:  22-Jun-22

GCHB CH Shastakin Killara Larrikin Reduproar CAA   
RATO CGC
Owners:  Anne P McGroarty & Esther C Krom & 
 Fiona C McGroarty
Breeder:  Esther C Krom
Date Titled:  16-Jun-22

Take5 Devil May Care CGC
Owners:  Bernice Donaldson & Robert Donaldson
Breeders:  Karen Drumm & Eva Campbell & 
 Heather Rife
Date Titled:  13-Jun-22

Tapa Earl Grady Of Notgrass CGC
Owners:  David M Anglen & Jenny M Anglen
Breeders:  Patricia J Werner & Tamara Gaudet & 
 Kenneth Gaudet
Date Titled:  6-Jun-22

Tidewalker Carries The Day CGC
Owners:  Joanne Thomas & James Thomas & J Caren   
Holtby & Alan Hannebauer
Breeder:  J Caren Holtby
Date Titled:  21-Jun-22
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FCAT20

GCH CH Amawalk Wish Upon A Star RN CAX    
FCAT20 SWN SCNE RATN CGC TKP
Owner:  Susan A Jacobsen
Breeder:  Susan A Jacobsen
Date Titled:  5-Jun-22

Graduate Novice

Temora One Way Ticket CD BN GN
Owner:  Cindy Burgess
Breeder:  Julie Seaton & Terri Steinmetz & Vicki   
 McKee & Jennifer Sousa & Jacqueline    
 Johnson
Date Titled:  12-Jun-22

Rally Advanced

CH OTCH2 Temora Keeping Stride UDX11 OGM   
 GN GO RA
Owner:  Cindy Burgess
Breeder:  Julie Seaton
Date Titled:  11-Jun-22

Rally Master 9

GCHB CH RACH2 Christhill First Lady Marie 
 Geneva UDX PCDX BN GN RM9 RAE7   
 CGC TKN
Owners:  Kreg B Hill & Dr. William I Christensen
Breeders:  Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen
Date Titled:  17-Jun-22

Rally Novice

Dreamtime’s Master Gamer RN TKE VHMP
Owner:  Patricia Goshorn
Breeder:  Marilyn Y Harban
Date Titled:  5-Jun-22

Trick Dog Intermediate

Temora Anigozanthos RATO TKI
Owner:  Shyla Gunther
Breeder:  Julie Seaton & Judy O’Brien
Date Titled:  14-Jun-22

Trick Dog Novice

CH Killara’s Legacy’s Promise CAX RATN CGCA   
 TKN
Owners:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty &   
 Moira McGroarty
Breeders:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty   
 & Moira McGroarty
Date Titled:  24-Jun-22

Virtual Home Manners Adult

CH Killara Legend Of The Jersey Devil CA BCAT   
 VHMA
Owners:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty
Breeders:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty   
 & Moira McGroarty
Date Titled:  25-Jun-22

GCHB CH Shastakin Killara Larrikin Reduproar CAA   
 RATO CGC ATT VHMA
Owners:  Anne P McGroarty & Esther C Krom &   
 Fiona C McGroarty
Breeder:  Esther C Krom
Date Titled:  25-Jun-22

Data from AKC September Report

DECEMBER 2021

Rally Excellent

Cooktown Red Scallywag RE FDC NA NAJ RATO   
 CGC TKN
Owner:  Sheila Dunn
Breeder:  Bernt Bolin
Date Titled:  10-Dec-21

July 2022

Champion

CH Elemental-Johmanda You’Ll Need A Drink
Owners:  Robby Hartley & Kim Floyd & Christina   
 Worley
Breeders:  Robby Hartley & Kim Floyd
Date Titled:  9-Jul-22

CH Killara’s Inherit The Dance CA
Owners:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty &   
 Anya Marcelli
Breeders:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty   
 & Moira McGroarty
Date Titled:  9-Jul-22
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CH Killara’s Inherit The Scepter CA
Owners:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty &  
  Ashley Barron& Moira McGroarty & Anya 
Marcelli
Breeders:  Anne P McGroarty & Fiona C McGroarty   
 & Moira McGroarty
Date Titled:  3-Jul-22

CH Samabel Silver Bedazzled
Owners:  Alexa Samarotto & Claudia C Coleman
Breeders:  Alexa Samarotto & Claudia C Coleman
Date Titled:  8-Jul-22

CH Temora One Way Ticket CD BN GN
Owner:  Cindy Burgess
Breeders:  Julie Seaton & Terri Steinmetz & Vicki   
           McKee & Jennifer Sousa & Jacqueline Johnson
Date Titled:  9-Jul-22

CH Temora Rocky Mountain High
Owners:  Julie Seaton & Judy O’Brien & Jaqueline   
 Johnson & Terri Steinmetz & Jennifer Sousa &   
 Vicki McKee
Breeders:  Julie Seaton & Judy O’Brien & Jennifer   
 Sousa & Vicki McKee & Jaqueline Johnson &   
Terri Steinmetz
Date Titled:  10-Jul-22

Grand Champion

GCH CH Christhill Argyle Tapa
Owners:  Mrs. Patricia Werner & Kreg B Hill & Dr.   
 William I Christensen
Breeders:  Kreg B Hill & Dr. William I Christensen
Date Titled:  1-Jul-22

GCH CH Temora Reason Gone Mad
Owners:  Julie Seaton & Vicki McKee & 
 Jennifer Sousa & Jacqueline Johnson
Breeders:  Julie Seaton & Vicki McKee & Jennifer   
 Sousa & Jacqueline Johnson
Date Titled:  9-Jul-22

BCAT

Dunham Lake The Heat Is On BCAT
Owners:  Mr. Christopher Paul Chapman & Theresa   
Goiffon
Breeders:  Eleanor Goiffon & Theresa Goiffon & 
 Lydia Goiffon 
Date Titled:  2-Jul-22

Canine Good Citizen

Dreamtime’s Master Gamer RN CGC TKE VHMP
Owner:  Patricia Goshorn
Breeder:  Marilyn Y Harban
Date Titled:  30-Jul-22

Crazy 8s Platinum
Dunham Lake Contender’s Mr. Jax DCAT RATM   
 CZ8P CGCA TKI
Owners:  Cynthia Petti & Theresa Goiffon
Breeders:  Theresa Goiffon & Eleanor Goiffon & 
 Lydia Goiffon Hetfeld
Date Titled:  19-Jun-22

Novice Agility Preferred

GCH CH The Farm’s Spirit Walker’s Grace CD RM   
NAP NJP CA FCAT CGC TKN ATT
Owners:  Diana Wilkie & Michelle Bell
Breeder:  Sheila Dunn
Date Titled:  9-Jul-22
Rally Novice

CH Horrieglen My Rybas Drummer RN
Owners:  Celeste Platte & Diana Fenton
Breeders:  T J Fenton & Diana Fenton
Date Titled:  23-Jul-22

Trick Dog Novice

GCHB CH Shastakin Killara Larrikin Reduproar CAA   
RATO CGC TKN ATT VHMA
Owners:  Anne P McGroarty & Esther C Krom &   
 Fiona C McGroarty
Breeder:  Esther C Krom
Date Titled:  3-Jul-22

RACH Christhill Izzydora De Coachella CDX PCD   
BN RM6 RAE2 CGC TKN
Owners:  Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen
Breeders:  Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen
Date Titled:  2-Jul-22

Take5 Devil May Care CGC TKN
Owners:  Bernice Donaldson & Robert Donaldson
Breeders:  Karen Drumm & Eva Campbell & Heather   
Rife
Date Titled:  13-Jun-22
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ATTENTION

You can help to make the 
Talkabout better.  If other venues 
such as Barn Hunt, FCAT, Dock 
Diving, Earthdog to just name a 
few are putting out quarterly or 
monthly standings, please send to 
Susan Mason so those rankings 
can be included in future 
Talkabouts.

ATCAnews@gmail.com

PHOTOS

CAN NEVER HAVE TOO MANY 
PHOTOS.

AUSSIES BEING AUSSIES OR 
PEOPLE DOING SOMETHING 

WITH THEIR AUSSIES

SEND PHOTOS TO SUSAN MASON

ATCAnews@gmail.com

ARTICLES/STORIES

CAN NEVER HAVE TOO 
MANY. 

SEND SUGGESTIONS TO 
SUSAN MASON

ATCAnews@gmail.com
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One of the positives that have come out of the Pandemic is that AKC started offering Performance 
events that could be done in the privacy of your home or neighborhood.  You would perform certain 
activities as defined by the venue, videoing them, submitting them to an evaluator, and then filing with 
AKC.  Once all of the requirements are met, your dog will receive their new title.  These events are 
known as “Virtual”.  Check out AKC for complete requirements for each venue.

The following information is all available on the AKC website.

“So many parts of our daily lives have changed in the past few years.  While our favorite dog activities 
– from classes and seminars to shows – have resumed safely, there are now some permanent virtual 
training options that you can do from the comfort of your home or on vacation.  You and your dog can 
have un training together, working on your favorite sports and activity, and even earning titles!

TRICK DOG

The AKC now has the Trick Dog titling program 
to be accessible via submission of videos that 
are reviewed and and approved by CGC 
Evaluators.  If you don’t know a CGC Evaluator, 
you can easily search for one.  This time of social 
distancing is the perfect opportunity to get your 
dog involved in the Trick Dog program.  Under 
the new rules, AKC trick titles can be observed 
and earned digitally.  Full rules and requirements 
for video submission and each level of Trick Dog 
Titles (Novice through Elite Performer) are 

available on-line.

If you are someone who is unable to attend training classes every night and every weekend at dog 
shows, the AKC Trick Dog program is a fantastic way to channel your energy by earning titles at home.  
Even if you and dog have never competed at a dog show.  Trick Dog titles are a wonderful introduction 
to dog sports.

The program has also led to the AKC Trick Dog National Competition being entirely virtual, allowing 
dogs from across the nation to easily compete.

VIRTUAL HOME MANNERS

The Virtual Home Manners tests assess ten skills that well-mannered pet dogs need in the home 
setting.  The Virtual Home Manners tests are evaluated on-line by CGC Evaluators in the same 
manner that is currently used for Virtual Tricks.  There is not an in-person VHM testing process.  
Virtual Home Manners is a natural lead in for AKC S.T.A.R. Puppy and Canine Good Citizen (CGC) in 
person training.

VIRTUAL PERFORMANCE TITLES
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Depending on the age of the dog - here is listing of those tests 
(check out AKC explicite requirements):

12 weeks to a year             4 months or older
1.  Allows Pet Owner to Pet The Puppy          Allow Current Owner to Pet & Groom
2. Grooming              Sits on Command
3. Sit on Command with lure           Down on Command
4. Down on Command with lure           Comes When Called
5. Comes When Called with lure           Manners Related to Food
6. Go To Place             Doorbell or Knock on Door
7.  House Trained             Go To Place & Stay
8.  Demonstrates Relationship           Demonstrates Relationship
9.  Out For a Walk             Out For a Walk
10. Exercise Outside             Exercise Outside

AKC RALLY

The AKC Rally Virtual Program, which is now a permanent program, will provide exhibitors an 
opportunity to stay at home and enter an AKC Rally event.

This program is designed to have a Rally Novice, 
Rally Intermediate, Rally Advanced, or Rally 
Excellent competitor set up a pre-designed AKC 
Rally course in the safety of their own yard, 
record the performance and submit it to AKC.  
In turn, AKC will assign a pre-selected AKC Rally 
Judge to virtually review and score the team’s 
Rally performance.

There are several pre-designed official rally 
courses on the AKC website to choose from.  
To participate, follow the setup instructions
 provided, video record the performance, upload 
the video to YouTube, set the required YouTube 
viewing options, and submit the video link with 
the entry from and fee to AKC.

You can download and print every Rally sign at home and learn each skill through instructional 
videos.  (Check out YouTube or Facebook.)

AGILITY COURSE TESTS

Now you can get started in Agility Course Test (ACT) from home!  The AKC has provided those 
with dogs that are ready to test their agility skills a way to try the sport of ACT Agility locally.

The AKC Agility ACT 1 & 2 Virtual pilot program will provide exhibitors an opportunity to stay at 
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home or use their local training site and enter an AKC ACT1 or ACT2event.  You can buy equipment on-
line.

The AKC Agility Department also expanded the virtu-
al ACT program to include the new ACT Jumpers 
classes.  ACT Jumpers will include two levels.  ACT1J 
which will be jumps and possibly a tunnel and ACT2J 
which will include six weave poles.

Virtual Obedience Test

In the AKC Virtual Obedience test, two levels of virtu-
al titling obedience classes are offered with an ex-
pansion of the program to be released over time.  The 
first two levels in the Virtual Obedience Test program 
are Virtual Beginning Novice and Virtual Novice 
classes.  There are five different ring setups for each 
class to choose from.  You and your dog are judged the same as you would be at a regular trial.  How-
ever, some of the exercises are different than what 
you will see at an in-person trials.

Virtual Scent Work Test

The Virtual Scent Work Test (VSW) is a basic way
 for owners to bond with their dog or to get started 
in Scent Work.  Teams can work incrementally at 
their own pace while developing skills and 
confidence.  When a team is ready, they can 
demonstrate basic competency in locating an item 
based on scent by taking the VSWT and capturing
 it on video.  The VSWT consists of three levels:  
Beginner  (VSWB), Intermediate (VSWI) and 
Experienced (VSWE).  Each level has its own set 
of testing criteria and titles must be earned in order.  It takes two passes to earn a title at each level.

VIRTUAL WATER TEST – Only applicable to sporting breeds.

AT-HOME PRACTICE FOR EVERY SPORT

If you can’t be at your regular training classes, there are aspects of nearly every canine sport that can 
be practiced at home, even if you live in a small house or apartment.  You can always book private 
sessions with your favorite trainings and get homework specifically tailored to your dog.  Even if you 
don’t work directly with a trainer remotely you can create your own training plans and games for 
whatever sports you are involved in.  You might need to get creative, but there’s a way to work aspects 
of every sport from home.  I’ve even seen home videos from fellow Newfoundland owners who are 
involved in Water Test/Rescue as a sport working on send-outs and line tows on dry land in 
their backyards.
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IDEAS FROM TRAINING AT HOME

AKC RALLY
For AKC Rally practice, you can print signs on-line or hand-make your own with notecards – even 
sticky notes will work!  Pick some of your dog’s favorite signs and a few signs you need extra practice 
on and put together a course in your yard if you have one, or even in your living room to create your 
own at-home rally course.

OBEDIENCE
In Obedience, you can practice focus as well as cleaning 
up any crooked sits or messy positions.  You can also work 
on small heeling patterns in your home or yard.  This is also 
a great opportunity to work on stays and other obedience 
skills like “Go Outs” and scent articles.

AGILITY
To keep up with agility training, set up one or two jumps 
using a stack of books and a broomstick and work on more 
technical handling skills like jump wraps.  Just make sure to not 
jump your dogs on slippery or hard flooring.  If you have weave 
poles you can also practice tricky weave pole entries.  There are 
several affordable at-home agility sets you can buy 
on Amazon.

SCENT WORK
If you and your dog are experienced in Scent Work, you can 
set up practice searches in your home and/or yard.  If your dog 
hasn’t tried Scent Work, this can be a fun opportunity to play 
some introductory indoor scent games together.

WORKING TOWARD THE FUTURE
Setting and working towards training goals is a great way to 
add structure to the day for you and your dog.  You can set 
a goal to teach your dog a new trick each week, finish up a title or practice Scent Work every day.  
Whatever sport(s) you and your dog play, try to carve out a few minutes of each day for training.  Not 
only will this give you something to focus on but it also will help you and your dog stay polished and 
ready to return to classes and competition when there is no longer a need for social distancing.  

If you’re someone who thrives on competition or a sense of comradery in addition to earning trick 
titles from home, you can connect on-line r by phone with your friends from your local training club 
or in groups on Facebook.  Challenge each other every day or share course maps for Rally courses.  
Scent Work exercise, or Agility sequences that can be practices in small spaces.  Share videos of your 
progress and cheer everyone on as we train our dogs at home.
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Fascinating fact:  Dogs have a sense of  smell that’s between 10,000 and 100,000 
times more acute than ours!  The sport of  Scent Work celebrates the joy of  sniffing, 
and asks a dog to sniff  to their heart’s content; turning your dog’s favorite activity 
into a rewarding game.   It is a terrific sport for all kinds of  dogs, and is a wonderful 
way to build confidence in a shy dog.

In so many dog sports the handler is in control but this isn’t true in Scent Work.  
Neither the dog nor handler knows where the target odor is hidden.  The handler 
has to rely on the dog, and follow the dog’s nose to success.  In Scent Work, it is the 
canine who is the star of  the show.

The sport of  Scent Work is based on the work of  professional detection dogs (such 
as drug dogs), employed by humans to detect a wide variety of  scents and substances.  
In AKC Scent Work, dogs search for cotton swabs saturated with the essential oils 
of  Birch, Anise, Clove, and Cypress.  The cotton swabs are hidden out of  sight in a 
pre-determined search area, and the dog has to find them.  Team work is necessary: 
when the dog finds the scent, he has to communicate the find to the handler, who 
calls it out to the judge.

Eligibility

All dogs (purebred and mixed breeds) can participate.  Your dog must be 6 months of  
age or older and must have an AKC numbervia one of  the following:

AKC Registration Number -This number is provided to a dog owner via a registration 
certificate received from the previous owner, or via a puppy registration paper given 
to the new owner by the breeder.

Purebred Alternative Listing (PAL)- If  a dog is purebred but an AKC Registration  
Number is not possible, owners can apply for a PAL number

AKC Canine Partners Number- This number is given to either mixed breed dogs or a 
purebred.

Foundation Stock Service (FSS) Number- This number is used for breeds whose  
status is currently in the foundational stage of  being recorded into our registry and  
requires a copy of  the dog’s pedigree.

AKC SCENT WORK
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Get Started First

Make sure you understand how a Scent Work trial (“competition”) works:  

There are two divisions:  1) The Odor Search Division where your dog searches for 
the odor of  one or more specific essential oils, and 2) the Handler Discrimination 
Division where your dog searches for the scent of  his handler.  Each division has four 
levels of  difficulty {Novice, Advanced, Excellent, and Master).

Teams are judged on a qualify/non-qualify basis.  Your dog must use his nose to search out 
thehidden odors, and then alert you when the odors are detected.  Dogs may paw, bark, 
point with either nose or body, sit, lie down, or use any other behavior to 
communicate the location of  the odor.

You and your dog don’t have to take classes to become ready to compete at trial as the  
situations mimic real-life situations with no special equipment involved. Training can be 
done at home or in the community, and there are many books and videos to help you 
get  started.

If  you prefer a class environment, find a local Scent Work club (also called ”Nose-
work”).  In addition to classes, your local club will be your best resource when 
you’re ready to participate in a trial:  Just ask them for the Premium List which is the 
official announcement of  an event and contains all the information you’ll need   
including dates, locations, classes offered, and judges. It will also include an entry 
form that you’ll need to fill out and send to the specified trial secretary. After the 
entries have closed, a program showing the schedule for the judging will be sent to 
you along with all relevant information about the trial.
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UP COMING EVENTS

2023
Supported Entries

January 5 & 6  Desert Empire All Terrier
    Palm Springs, CA
January 5  Obedience & Rally Sponsored  
        by ATCA
    Palm Springs, CA
January 7 & 8  Kennel Club of Palm Springs
    Palm Springs, CA

April 13 & 14  Northern California Terrier Assoc
    Lodi, CA
April 15 & 16  Sacramento Kennel Club
    Lodi, CA

ATCA National Specialty Week

June 27 - July 2
Colorado Springs, CO
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MEMBER Hardcopy USA $32 
MEMBER Hardcopy Foreign $50 

NON-MEMBER Hardcopy USA $42  
NON-MEMBER Hardcopy Foreign $60.00  

NON -MEMBER Online $25.00 
MEMBER Single Issue $10.00 (as long as there are extras to be sent out

FOREIGN MEMBER Single Issue $16.00)
NON-MEMBER Single Issue $8.00 (email only) 

All subscriptions will be due in January (bill will go out with the dues notice in 2023). All subscriptions that 
have remaining paid issues will be prorated for 2023. New subscriptions will be prorated as to starting issue to 
assure all billing will be calendar year based. This process will take a year, but after that will be streamlined 
for everyone.

Advertising or “Showcase” is offered as a service to ATCA members only.  All claims published in an ad/brag 
regarding a dog’s ranking or status as FIRST/ONLY must be verified in writing with AKC written record by 
person requesting the ad/brag.  All ads are to be submitted “print ready”.  Confirm with Talkabout Editor the 
exact requirements.  The cost of advertising is as follows:  

•	 Full Page Color:  $100.00
•	 Front Cover:  $200.00** allowed once every 2 years per member
•	 Back Cover:  $100.00** allowed once every 2 years per member  

 
**An ‘About the Dog’ page is part of the price for the front cover. The back cover will have name of 
dog owner and breeder only.

TALKABOUT SUBSCRIPTION COSTS
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The Front & Finish® First & Foremost Rating System ranks dogs and handlers competing in AKC all breed 
obedience competition. Teams that earned qualifying scores of 170 or more points in Open and Utility 
classes during a given competition year are included in the tabulations. Points are awarded based on the 
dog’s score according to a point schedule that accounts for variances in scores awarded by different judges. 
Please refer to the following Point Table for details on score to point conversions.

Top 10 Group Ranked Australian Terriers
#2 CH OTCH2 Temora Keeping Stride UDX10 OGM GN GO RN 
Owner: C Burgess         254 Points

#4 GCHB CH RACH2 Christhill First Lady Marie Geneva UD PCDX BN GN RM8 RAE7 
Owners:  K Hill/W Christensen       189 Points

Top Ranked Australian Terriers
#1 CH OTCH2 Temora Keeping Stride UDX10 OGM GN GO RN 
Owner: C Burgess         Points 254

#2 GCHB CH RACH2 Christhill First Lady Marie Geneva UD PCDX BN GN RM8 RAE7 
Owners:  K Hill/W Christensen       Points 189

#3 Christhill Izzydora De Coachella CDX PCD BN RM3 RAE CGC 
Owners: W Christensen/K Hill       Points 30

#4 GCHS CH Redsky Come Fly With Me To Ryba CDX BN RE CGCA 
Owner: T Rolt          Points 19

First & Foremost Ratings Point Table (Score)

SCORE POINTS
(200)  8
(198 -199.5) 7
(195 -197.5) 6
(190 -194.5) 5
(185 -189.5) 4
(180 -184.5) 3
(175 -179.5) 2
(170 -174.5) 1

September 2022 

Front & Finish Purlication 

First  Foremost Rankings

Top Obedience Dogs
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JANUARY 1, 2022 THRU JUly 31, 2022

AKC ONLINE STATS

(Canine Chronicle)

AKC Top Conformation Dogs

Top 100 All Dogs
60 GCHS CH Blue Moon Pop A Razzi    7723

Top 20 Terriers
7 GCHS CH Blue Moon Pop A Razzi    7723

Conformation All-Breed Totals (Top 10)
1. GCHS CH Blue Moon Pop A Razzi    7723
2. GCHB CH Samabel Hot Fudge Sundae 1200
3. GCH CH Temora Sir Can-A-Lot 570
4. CH Tattercoats Look It Here 407
5. GCH CH Christhill Be My Valentino 206
6. GCH CH Camaroo’s Bobbing In The Marsh TKI 201
7. GCH CH Christhill Ace Of Hearts D’Azul BN RI 128
8. GCHB  CH Samabel Banjopats Ain’T Over Till It’s Over CAA 104
9.  GCH CH Razmataz I Have A Dream 77
10. GCH CH Acebreeders Queen B 71

 Conformation Australian Breed Totals (Top 10)
1. GCHB CH Samabel Hot Fudge Sundae 151
2. GCHS CH Blue Moon Pop A Razzi 127
3. GCH CH Acebreeders Queen B 71
4. GCHS CH Toga On Tap 47
5. GCH CH Temora Reason Gone Mad 42
5. GCH CH Alinta Loch Reese’s Piece of Ryba 42
7. CH Tattercoats Look It Here 39
8. GCH CH Roachan’s Park Place 38
9. CH Redhawk Excellent Adventure 37
10. GCH CH Christhill Ace Of Hearts D’Azul 36

Conformation Owner/Handler  - NOHS
1. GCHB CH Samabel Banjopats Ain’T Over Till It’s Over CAA   750
2. GCHB CH Shastakin Killara’s Flying Eureka BCAT RATN 500
3. GCH CH Temora Georgia On My Mind Dahling DSA CGC TKN 390
4. CH Samabel Peach Sparkler 350
5. CH Terora All In CD BN 315
6. Grand-Lares Kaledos Sudden Impact TKI 160
6. Temora Reason Gone Mad 160
6. CH Tattercoats Brass Monkey 160
9. GCH CH Razmataz I Have A Dream 125
9. GCH CH Benayr Carolina’s Zooming Around 125
9. CH Dreamtime’s Alchemist of Ascension BCAT 125
9. Braedeen’s Just A Pinch Of Cinnamon 125
9. GCH CH Benayr Lets Go Little Darlin FDC CGCA TKN ATT 125

Junior Handler - Breed
1. Grace Brown       7
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